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PREFACE PREFACE xi

Preface
In this thesis. an up-to-date understanding on Ihe excitation source(s) of the Earth's \\"Ob

ble is presentl"d. \yhich is proyided by employing nO\'el data sets: the SPACE95 is uSl"d

for Earth's \\·obble. and the atmospheric angular momentum (..'1...'1.1\1) are computl"d based

on the global reanalysis data from C. S. :\'ational Center for Em'ironmental Prl"diction

(:\'CEP). We also employed the Pacific Ocean analysis data a\'ailable from ;\CEP.

Readers who do not ha\'e time to go through the whole texts can skip both Chapter 1

and 2. in which revil"ws of preYious understanding on wobble excitation are giwn. Though

the reyiew of former works is important in its own right, t his can be enabled by that from

Chapter 3 on, I provided a brief introduction in every chapter. However, I also includl"d a

shorter preview on the subject which will not nl"cessarily appear in subsequent Chapters.

Listed below is a brief and 'lualitati\'e summary of my analysis in later Chapters:

For seasonal wobble excitation,

• Although it explains the \2 \'ery \\·ell. the AA1\! hardly contributes to the \1 (Chapter 3).

• For atmospheric seasonal wobble excitation. the air pressure fluctuation near Himalayas

range is truly important. but that around Tibetan plateau \'aries rather out of phase with

the total contribution (Chapter 3).

• The Pacific Ocean contribution can \yell account for the \1, and ils influence on the \2

is small. Thus. much of the seasonal \\'obble excitation could be explained (Chapter .1).

• The atmosphere and Pacific Ocean contribute \'ia the fluctuation of moment of inertia

and relati\'e angular momentum. respecti\'ely (Chapler 3 and .1).

• The seasonal fluctuation of Pacific Ocean current contribution localizes \'ery much around

western Pacific region. In particular, the variability right soul h of Taiwan and I"ast of

Philippine is most intensi\'e (Chapter 4).

For atmospheric and Pacific Ocean Chandler wobble excitation,

• The :\,CEP atmospheric contribution does not fully account for the Chandler wobble

(Chapter 5).

• Comparing the relati\'e importance of pressure and wind effect, the wind term plays a

more significan t role than the pressure term (Chapter 5).

• Intercomparison of :\,CEP AA1\1 with.J lA AA1\1 assures t he insignificant effect of atmo

spheric pressure term for Chandler wobble excitation. while the accuracy of non-seasonal

wind term remains uncertain (Chapter 5).

• The larger effect of Pacific Ocean than the global atmospheric efl'ect indicates a potential

importancl" for thl" oCl"anic excitat ion of Chandler wobble (Chapter 6).

1\loreover, two short notl"s al'l" presentl"d in Appendix A and B. Eit her of the appendices

has been arranged during my visit to :\,ASA/GSFC. To my knowledge, it has ne\'er been

argued that the damping term in the conventional polar motion equation does not represent

a :\ewtonian damping. I explicitly illustrate how the com'entiona! I"quation wilJ be altered

when a :\ewtonian damping is assumed. Appendix B is cited in Furuya and Chao [1996).
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Chapter 1

Annual Wobble

1.1 Seasonal Variability in Earth Rotation

The Earth's angular ,'elocity vector varies over a broad range of time scales for both

its amplitude and orientation. The fluctuation of amplitude, i.e., angular ,'e1ocity itself.

is observed as length of day change, while that of orientation relati"e to the terrestrial

reference frame is polar motion (or wobble)! (Figure 1.1), These Earth rotation variations

are the consequences of angular momentum consen'ation of ,'ariety of Earth's subsystem,

such as atmosphere, ocean, hydrosphere, lithosphere (mantle) and core.

The pronounced seasonal "ariations in the Earth's \\'obble are undoubtedly maintained

by fluctuations in atmosphere, ocean and land water (i.e., water remaining on land and not

flowing out to ocean). Howe,'er, it has not been fjuantitati,'ely explained yet [e.g" Chao

(wd Au, 1991: King and Agnew, 1991], despite that the seasonal fluctuation of length of day

can be well explained only in terms of axial component of atmospheric angular momentum

(A.Al\l) [e.g., Hide and Dickey, 1991: Rosen. 1993].

Since the seasonal \\Iobble is a consequence of seasonal angular momentum fluctuation

IThc rapid polar motioll with higher fr('quf'lIciC's around 1 cycle pC'r day corresponds to the so-callf'el

pr('cession allel nutation



ClIAPTER 1. A-".YUAL "'OBBLE 1.2. PROGRADE AND RETROGRADE DECO.\/POSITIO.\'

around equatorial axes, by examining its excitation budget. we can shed light on the

the annual \'ariation has been unequimcaIJy observed as the seasonal wobble since the

bly hm'e semi-annual and other higher harmonic components as well as annual component,

Employing several independently obtained space-geodetic data, King and Agnew [19911

around equatorial axes is indispensable to maintain the zonal wind structure: it will also

importance for atmospheric general circulation. since the angular momentum fluctuation

possibly seismology [see, Oorl, 19 9)). Furthermore, it would be a reasonable strategy to

of t he elusive Chandler wobble excitation.

[see the footnote in pp. 94 of Altmk and MacDonald. 1960). Thus. the pre\'ious \\'orks on

meridional angular momentum transfer within the Earth's subsystems. This would be of

For the latter reason. the prograde excitation of annual wobble would be more accurately

assess the seasonal wobble excitation, whose excitation amplitude will be larger than that

Though the angular moment um fluctuation for both the atmosphere and ocean \\'ill proba-

in\'oh'e other geophysical disciplines, such as physical oceanography and hydrology (and

1.2 Prograde and Retrograde Decomposition

forcing amplitude is large. but also because the annual wobble is considered to be am

plified by its proximity to the Chandler resonant frequency. about 0.86 cycle per year2

1976: Merriam, 1982: Wn.hr, 19 3: Chao and AIL, 1991: King and Agnew. 1991].

discovery of Chandler wobble. The standing-out of annual wobble is not only because the

forcing components into prograde and retrograde components [e.g., Wilson and Haubrich.

determined than the retrograde component: this argument appears to be given by leff"eys

annual wobble excitation has been examined, after decomposing expressly the original t\\·o

examined the prograde and reI rograde annual wobble excitation, and intercom pared each

- XI

X : Angular Momentum

• Orientation--+Polar Motion
(Wobble)

Equatorial Axis

Fluctuation of0 relative to terrestirial reference fram(

• Amplitude --+
Length of Day Change

Polar Axis

Figure 1.1

Spin angular verocity vecto
o

2This latter idea. is ba~cd 011 t!l(' as!)l1Inption that thC' Earth 's rC'soui:llll wobhling frequency is IlIliqu('

and stable. 011 which w{' will also rely ill this study



CHAPTER 1. A1YNUAL \\'OBBLE 1.3. ATMOSPHERE

space-geodetic results with that inferred from the InternMional Latitude Sen'ice (ILS)

data. As a result. it was found that the the retrograde annual excitation determined in ILS

data is much larger than that in ne,,'er data, while the prograde excitation in ILS data is

of angular momentum, H, in rotating coordinate system with angular "elocity, II,

H = Jpr x (II x r + v)r11 " (1.1)

For the atmospheric angular momentum(AAI\I), Barnes et al. [19 31 h,n-e prO\'ided an eI-

Here, R,g, and II are the Earth's mean radius. mean surface gravity, and mean angular

velocity, respectively: C and .-l are the Earth's polar and equatorial moments of inertia.

egant formulation which conforms to the a"ailable data set, surface pressure (P,). eastward

and northward wind verocity (n and v):

The integration in eq. (1.2) is performed O\'er latitude" and longitude >.. "'hile that in

eq. (1.3) also includes the vertical integartion along the pressure coordinate.

The i" and ,,'" represent the efrect of air mass redistribution and relative angular

(13)

(1.2)xl' = - (C ~~\)g JJp, sin ¢ cos
2

¢ exp(i>.)d¢d>.,

,,'" = - (C _R:)1I9 JJJ(u sin ¢ + iv) exp(i>') cos¢d¢d>.dp.

where the each term in the r. h. s. of eq. (1.1) represents. in order, the mass reditribution

and the relati"e angular momentum (with respect to the rotating coordinate). Here p and

r are density of the medium and position "ector, respecti"ely: the integrarion is performed

over the whole "olume, \ '.
unfortunMely, however, King and Agnew [19911 did not place their emphasis on the

consistency of newly determined retrograde excitations which assures the quality of three

difrerent space-geodetic data sets. \,"e consider that t he result has an important implication.

As stated abO\'e, the original motief of pro- and retrograde decomposion is to reject the

retrograde excitation corrupted by noise: for instance, Chao and Au [1991] did not illust rMe

the result for retrograde annual excitation. However, now that the space-geodetically

observed data have turned out to detect even the retrograde excitation with sufficient

quality a~ well as the prograde component. we think that the conventional decomposition

technique is unnecessary: we do not state that it is a wrong procedure. By doing so,

we can treat the whole ingredients of angular momentum variation, in contrast with the

former studies in which a part of signals have been rejected. I\loreo,·er. we can examine

the seasonal wobble excitation in more intuitive manner than decomposing into pro- and

retrograde component.

consistent with that in newer data. Thus. they suggested that the retrograde component

in older data was certainly corrupted hy some systematic noise.

In subsequent sections. I will briefly review the pre"ious studies of surfacial seasonal

"ariability on the excit ation of seasonal wobble: a more extensi"e review is provided by

e.g.. Lambeck [19801 and Eubanks [1993]. A shorter pre,·jew is also discussed for the following

chapters as well as for future prospects.

momentum fluctuation, respecti"ely (For details. see Chaper 3). Since the global wind

data was not available in the past, t he air mass redistribution effect has been extensi"ely

ill\'estigated: this is also partly because the wind contribution was at one time errorneously

thought to be negligible, but corrected by Barnes et al. [1983] and Wah" [1983).

1.3.1 Air Mass
1.3 Atmosphere

The study on the effecl of seasonal air mass migration upon the Earth's wobble has been

In general, the angular momentum fluctuation can be decomposed into mass redistribution

efrect and the fiuctuation of relat i"e angular momentum, as can be seen from the definit ion

commenced by Spitalor in 1901 which is ten years after t he discovery of Chandler wobble.

Those who have interests in the former studies prior to 1970s shouk! look into Chapter 9
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of Munk and MacDonald [1960J. It should be noted thM Spitalo,' had already pointed out

the importance of air mass shift associated with the high pressure in lI'inter O\'er Siberia.

Howeyer. this conclusion \\"Ould be largely speculati\'e on account of sparse distribution of

atmospheric data in those days. \\'e note that the polarized seasonal excitation inferred

from annual wohble obseryation enables one to sppcltlate the excitation source (spe, Fig. 9.1

in Alunk and MacDonald [1960]).

As the atmospheric data set improves in its spatial cO\·prage. quality as wplI as time span,

numerous authors ha\'p revisited thp atmospheric mass redistribution etrect on the annual

wobble [e.g., Munk and Hassan. 1961: Wilson and Haubrich, 1976: Me1'1'iam, 1982: Wah,',

1983]. In evaluat ing this contribution. the responsp of ocean to overlying atmospherp must

be properly treated, bpcause. if we substituted surface prpssure over ocpan directly into

eq. (1.2), t he sea surface \vould be treated as rigid body. The othpr extrpmp response

is caJlpd in\'erted barometer response [P.g, Munk and MacDonald, 1960: Gill, 1982], in

which one miJlbar incrpase in local atmospheric pressurp isostatically depresses the ocean

surface by one centimeter. Obviously, the global air pres. urp fluctuation can be much

reduced through this im'erted barometer response [ Memam, 1982: Wahr. 1982]. The

rpcent studips suggest the \'alidity of inwrted barometer rule at frequencips much lower

than one cycle per day [P.g.. Dickman. 198 : Tmpm and Wahr. 1990: Ponte, 199~J. Thus,

the atmosphpric mass redistribution effect discribed in this study is based on the im'prted

barometer assumt ion.

:'\O\\'adays, owing to thp ad\'ent of fom-dimensional data assimilation (400A) system.

thp global atmospheric data sets are a\·ailable. in which both thp surface air pressure and

wind I'elocity at multiple ]PI'els are included with uniform spatial coverage O\'er thp globe

as well as short sampling inten'al(fom times daily at prpspnt). Vondritc and Pejovir [lD8 ]

and Chao and Au [19(1) pxamined the seasonal variation o[ AA1\l, pmploying 400A data

from U. S. :\ational J\Jeteorological Center (i\'1\lC) and European Cpntpr [or 1\ledium range

Weather Forpcast (EC1\I\\'F) data. respectivply: thp U. S. ;\MC has recently been rpnamed

1.3. ATMOSPHERE

as :\ational Centpr for Em'ironmental Prediction (:\CEP). Both agencips' results for pres-

sure contribution are consislPnt with each other. which suggests a reliability of pressure

term. Comparing this est imate with the older one [P.g.. Wahr. 19831. both the amplitude

and phase are largply the same. but the amplitude of older estimate is about 20-30 \If; larger

than the estimate based on ~OOA data set. According to their results, thp pressure term

turned out to be largpr than the required amplitude inferred from wobble data. especially

for retrograde annual wobble. 1\loreo\'er, it lem'es significant phase diffprencp from the

excitation inferred from wobble data (spp. Figure. 2 in King and Agnew [19D1]).

As noted in prPI'ious spction, we claim that these understandings baspd on the prograde

and retrograde decomposition are less intuitive. \'Ve will discuss t he at mospheric intluence

on thp seasonal wobble excitation viewed from the original two forcings in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Wind

Prior to the deyeiopment of ~OOA system. the wind contribution to seasonal wobble exci-

tat ion has been neglected, partly because the torque associated with geostrophic wind were

shown to be zero [ Alnnk and MacDonald, 1960]. The more plausible reason is. hOIl'ewr,

that the effort to estimate it had been hamperred by the lack of uniformly distributed data.

Thus. Wahr [1982] de\'elopped a hybrid method to estimate the air motion effect [ Wah,',

19 3], in which the angular mompntum is used where the Yelocity data are a\'ailable, whilp

the torque approach is also applied where they are sparse (see, Chapter -I).

Direct estimation of thp wind term for equatorial AA1\1 has just begun O\'er the past

dpcade oll'ing to thp implen1Pl1t of global atmospheric analysis data. Comparing the nell'er

wind contribution with the older estimatp, I he difference is appreciable (Fig. 2 in King and

Agnew, 1991). Howeypr, e\'en torlay, we should note that, in contrast with thp pressure

term, the wind terms computed from each agency in thp world are not in good agreement

with each other, particulary for higher frequency yariations [ Ellbnl1ks pt 01. 1988: Chao
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and Au. 1991: Furuya pi al. 1996J. The difficulty is presumably caused by small and noisy

meridional wind \·elority. 1'. in eq. (1.3). which is still thought to be unreliable at present.

otranspiration, and T the run-off. These quantities are usually expressed as an equi\'alent

depth of liquid water. In general, the land water storage. '::"h, can be welJ approximated

:\e\"ertheless, as far as the seasonal \'ariation is concerned. there is no significant difference as.

which is depicted in Figure 3.1. !::.h c:= ~II' + ~S. (1.5)

Chao and Au [1991J and Kikuchi and Naito [1992] indicated a non-negligible role of

wind contribution to the annual wobble excitation. According to Chao and Au [1991], the

atmospheric \:11" has a prograde annual cycle whose amplitude is about 20 %of the pressure

where !::.I\' and ~S represent fluctuations of soil moisture and snow load. IIIultiplying

the eq. (1.4) by density, p, leads to the surface water mass at the location. Hence. we

get the folJowing equation to estimate the surface water contribut ion to wobble excitation

term. This amplitude amounts about twice that ofland water excitation of prograde annual

wobble estimated by Chao and 0 'Connor [1988).

Thus, owing to the 400A data, the wind contribution appears to be \'italized today.

[e.g., Chao and 0 ·Connor. 19 8],

R ' / -\LIV = P_ /[h(</>, A. I) - hr</>. A)] sin </> cos2 </> ~Xp(iA)d</>dA,
(C- A)g

(1.6)

Howewr, when viewed from original two coordinate axes, we recognize that the wind

contribution is much smaller than the pressure contribution. Rather, we think that Ihe

true importance of atmospheric wind cannot be appreciated until we will assess the ocean

current contribution. In Chapter 4. we will indicate that the Pacific Ocean current can

well account for the seasonal wobble excitation which the AA1I1 could not, and that the

dri\"ing force of seasonal current fluctuation is the sea surface wind stress.

where the h(</>, A) is the annual avarage of equi\'alent water depth. Thus, land water

fluctuation in eq. (1.6) contributes to the mass term in eq. (1.1).

At one time the prograde annual excitation appeared to be largely closed when Van

Hylrkama [1970]'s land water estimates are added to the atmospheric pressure contribution.

Howew!". Chao and a 'Connor [1988] reopened the problem, paying prudent attention to

the accuracy of employed data set. They explicitly pointed out a double cancellation

mechanism which can induce a serious error in the excitation estimate. The mechanism

"'ill ignore it just for simplicity.

1.4 Land Water

By the term, land wateL we mean continental surface waler storage. i.e .. precipitation (snow

source, there is no substantial obselTation of ground water storage at present. Thus, we

Eurasian "'inter there is much snow, while the Eurasian summer is monsoon season. Their

optimal estimate is obtained by combining Willmoll el al. s data set of soil moistnre with

the snow load contribution by Chao pt al. [ Willmoll pi al. 1985: Chao pi al. 1987] (sep

Pq. (1.5)). Kuehne and Willson [1991] also examined the land watpr contribution, using 612

basin global model forced by monthly mpan precipitation estimatps. Although the results

of these newer two studies are not necessarily consistent with each other (probably owing

to unknown errors of data sets), their pstimates for the seasonal wobble pxcitation are less

is caused by spatial dependence of wobble excitation. i.e .. the out of phase effect from

eastern and western hemisphere in northern hemisphere. as we]) as sea onal polarity: in

(1.4)!::.h = p - p - T,

The fundamenlal pquation for hydrological budget is giwn by s1ll'face water storage, ~h.

and rain), e\'apotranspiration and run-off "'aler remaining O\'er the lane!. Although we

need to e\'aluate underground water migration which will be another potentially important

as a function of timp and local ion: herp, p is the precipitation (snow and rain). p the evap- than 30 % of the amplitude gi\"en by Van Hylckama [1970].
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Thus. the land willer contribution are thought to be small nO\l'adays. but the global

hydrological budget itself is far from established. So that. we should note that land water

influence on the wobble excitation is subject to increase its ampljtude in the future. The

importance of land Iyater hydrological processes are widely recognized in climatology. For

instance, the global soil moisture data set is indispensable as initial I'alues for atmospheric

global circulation and numerical \I'eather prediction model. Such climatological dflla set,

i.e., the mean seasonal cycle. has been obtained by Willmott et al. [1985] and Mintz and

Serafini [1992). Howewr. Mllt.suYllmll [1996] argues that the soil-wetness data by Mmtz

a.nd Semfini [1992] do not represent a water storage as both rinrs and snow load. Further.

the study to obtain year-to-year soil moisture variation has recently begtlll [Ni.9himnm lind

SIII,o, 1996].

In the meantime, it is to be noted that, in attempting to examine the land water efrect,

only the moment of inertia fluctuation is taken into account; consider, for instance, that

the perpetual snow flows and contribute to the relatiYe angular momentum, \\'e point out

that the spatial deriyariyes of h(<I>, A. t) \I'ould be the motion term of land waler which

corresponds to atmospheric wind or ocean current, since it will induce a shear stress on the

Earth: the mass redistribution effect corresponds to a yertical stress. To my knowledge,

this point has nel'er been estimated nor pointed out. \\'e realized the land water 'flow'

contribution in analogy with the angular momentum and torque approach in the el'aluation

of atmospheric l\'Obble excitation. Surely. the land water 'f1ow' will be wry slow, and thus

might contribute to the Earth's rotational and gral'itat ion I'ariation with longer time scale.

1.5 Ocean

There are, to my knowledge, only a few papers, in which oceanic influence upon tl10 Earth's

annual wobble excitat ion is examined [ Mnnk and Crove.9, ] 952: Wilson and Haubrich, J976;

O'Connor, 1980: Wah,', 19831: obl'iously. the lack of realistic global ocean data hampered

reliable estimate of oceanic efrect.

Alllnk and Crove.9 [19521 est imated the effect of ocean currellls on annual wobble exci

tation. based on the I'enically integrated mass transport stream function which had been

analytically obtained in the Junk's theory on western boundary currents [ Alnnk. 1950].

They states, .. the circulation in the Pacific Ocean alone accounts for 10 per cent of the mag

nitude... '·. In those days, howel'er, the obset'l'ation for the seasonal transport I'ariation is

hardly ayailable, on which t heir estimate rely. Thus, Mnnk lind AlllcDonllld [1960], and re

iterated by Wilson lind lfllnbrich [1976], st at ed that the efleci or wind-stressed non-isostatic

sea lel'el change on the wobble excitation is the remaining question.

o 'Connor [1980], based on t he linearized one-layer barot ropic model with flat-bottom

ocean, analytically estimated the efj'ects of wind-driven perturbation in bottom pressure on

the annual excitation. He did not consider the etrects of wind-dril'en currents. Wahr [19831

also employed a simple lineal' ocean model. i.e .. the so-called Sl'erdrup balance with realistic

ocean-continent distribution. This model was dri,'en by the sea-surrace wind stress climate

yalues [ Hellermlln and RO.gen.9tetn, 1983]. \\'ahr's estimate in based on the flat-bottom

barotropic model with the uniform depth of 4000m: all frictional. inertia] and adyecti,'e

terms are ignored. Results suggested lhat the wind-dril'en ocean has ljttle effects on the

annual excitation.

Wllhr [19 3J gal'e a cayeat on his results, in that the influence of tIm omissions of both

bOllom topography and density stratification is not appreciated. As he stated. bottom

topography can potentially contribute to a moulllain-torque between the ocean and solid

Earth [this idea was pioneered by M1lnk and Palmen. 1951). HOII'el'er, he considered that

the most prominent 'mountains' are the ocean-continent boundaries. and that the omission

might not be too serious a problem, In other \I'ords, Wahr [1983] examined a torque

acting at precipice of 4000 m high between the ocean and solid-Eart h, and npglected the

baroclinicity as well as the bottom topography. In the literature of physical oceanography.

it still remains unsohwl questions holV topography aflects the ocean HolV abm'e, since it
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is almost impossible to directly measure bot tom pressllre and thus to confirm the idea

[e.g.. Holland. 1973: Hughes and KillwOIih, 1995].

Hecently, the numerical modeling of ocean general circulation has grown explosil'ely,

owing to the improl'ement of understanding the ocean dynamics and the ad"ent of high

performance computing facility [see, e.g.. Mc Williams, 19961. The output data from the

Sem/ner and Chervin [1992J (and its modification to the free surface model) model h""e

been employed to assess t he oceanic effect on the wobble excitation [e.g., S/einbel'!J et al.

1995: Salstein et al. 1995] and length of day (lod) change [ Ponte and Rosen, 199-1); Bryan

[1995] (unpublished manuscript) also examined the oceanic influence on the length of day

change, based on the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory ]\lodular Ocean ]\lodel. St ill,

it should be noted that these model output data are t he output of 'simulation', and may

not be compared with real-time Earth-orientation or lod data. The largest defect in these

output data is that the model is driven by atmospheric climate values, and not coupled

with the atmosphere above: the atmosphere-ocean interaction is not taken into account.

The ocean data assimilation, as has been done for atmosphere, is presently an act i"e re

search area in physical oceanography as evidenced by the growing literature, but still in the

infancy due, largely, to the lack of obsen·ation. \'el·erthe]ess. the ba~in-scale analyse. (the

Pacific and Atlantic) are presently heing done at \,CEP [ Lee/maa and Ji. 19 9: Jt et al.

199-1; Ji et al. 1995]: the analysis data set of the Pacific Ocean is presently archil'ed at Cli

mate Diagnostics Center. \'OAA (Anonymous ftp at ftp.cdc.noaa.gOl·:Datasets/leetmaa).

We apply the data set in order to el'a!uate the Pacific Ocean contribution to the excitation

of Earth's wobble. and find its pronounced influence (Chapter 4 and 6).

Chapter 2

Chandler Wobble

2.1 A Long-standing Issue

Ewr since the discovery of Chandler wobble in 1891. which is the Earth's Eulerian free

nutation. its amplitude has never shrunk to z(>[o. Hence. it must have been maintained by

some source(s) with some mechanism(s). HO\\'el'eL the source(s) which excite the Chan

dler wobble have remained elusin' (see. for a thorough rel'iew of prel'ious studies on the

excitations, Lambeck. 19 0: Runcom el at.. 1990: Eubanks. 1993: Wil.~on. 1993). The seis

mic excitation power [e.g., Smtlie and Mansinha. 1968: 0 'Connell and Dziewonski. 1976J

is found out to be too small [e.g., Kanamori. 1977: Chao and G"OSS. 19 7: Chao el at..

19961. despite a remakable correlation between the \\'obble amplitude and global seismic

ity [Myerson, 1970: Kanamori. 19771. As to the effect of core-mantle coupling torque

[e.g., Hindel'er el aI., 1987]. there's little observational evidence to support t he hypothesis.

Contributions from the atmosphere [e.g., Wilson and Haubl'ich, 1976: Wahr, 1983] and the

hydrosphere [ Hinnov and Wilson, 19871 have also been discussed. The conclusion of Wil

son and Haubrich [1976] and Wahr [1983] is that the atmospheric contribution amounts up

to about 20 to 30 % of the necessary variance. \\'e should note, however, that, only a few

decades ago. the atmospheric data distribution was so sparse that they could not firmly

15
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e\'aluatf' its contribution. IVil.,on and Haubrich [lD76] diel not assf'SS tbf' \\'inel contribution

in spite of thf'ir caulious remarks for its potf'ntial importancf'. In order to resoh'f' the prob-

lem of sparsf' data. Wahr [lD82] deYf'lopf'd a hybrid approach and im'estigateel t hf' winel

contribution, but couleln't incorporate the contribution from cf'ntral Asia which shoulel be

important bf'causf' of its topography [ Wahr, 1D 3J.

OYf'r thf' past decadf'. at mosphf'ric angular momf'nt urn (AAIII) fundions haw bef'n cal-

nilatf'eI along \\'ith opf'rational analysis of numerical wf'athf'r prediction for thf' global

atmosphf'ric statf' [ Bamf's et al. 1983]. In terms of thf' space-gf'odf'tically obtained prf'

cisf' polar motion data, Chao [lD93] statf'S that thf'rf' is a rf'markable corrf'lation bf'twf'f'n

AAIII and thf' inferrf'd f'xcitation, and thf'rf'forf' t hf' C\\' is significantly f'xcited by Ihe

atmosphf're, IIl0reowr, J(uehne el a.l. [19D3] show that in some prescribf'd 14 mont hs' pf'

riod about 70 \If of thf' non-seasonal \'ariance is f'xplaillf'd by thf' f'fff'ct of atmosphf'ric

mass redistribution. Thus, they concludf' that thf' C\\' is f'xcitf'd by the atmosphf'ric ma~s

rf'distribution, i.f'., atmospheric pressurf' \·ariation.

Thf' AAIII fuctions consist of pressnre and wind term. which rf'I)I'f'sf'nt the fluctuation of

moment of inf'rtia and rf'latiYf' angular momentum. respecliYf'ly (sef' f'qs. (3.2) and (3.3)).

From thf' point of \'if'\\' of a torque exerted on t bf' Earth. thf' prf'SSIIrf' tf'rm COlTf'. ponds to

a torquf' acting upon thf' Earth's f'llipticity. while thf' wind tf'rm consists of frictional and

mountain torquf' [e.g.. Munk and MacDonald. 1960: Wahr. 1D82: Barnes el at. 19 3]. For

o\'er a ff'w df'cadf's. the f'llipticity torque causf'd by atmospheric prf'SSllrf' yariation has bf'f'n

thought 10 playa principal rolf' in maintaining tllf' Earth's wobblf'. Indeed. Ihf' prf'SSIIrf'

tf'nn elominatf's O\'f'r Ihf' wind tf'rm in annllal \\'Obblf' f'xcitalion le.g., Chao and Au. 1DD1,

Sf'f' also Chaptf'r 3]. and callSf'S a significant corrf'lation wit h 11lf' ·'rapid". intra-sf'asonal

\\'obblf' f'xcitation [f'.g., Eubanks et at. 1D88]. Howf'Yf'!'. Brzezinski [19D5] and Fun,ya et

al. [lDD5: 1DD6] have castf'd an allf'rnativf' SOlll'Cf' in Ihf' f'xcitation of Chandlf'r wobblf',

i.f' .. tllf' dominancf' of atmosphf'ric wind tf'rm. II is to bf' notf'd thai Ibf'sf' rf'sults do not

contradict wil h Ihosf' discussing 11lf' pressllrf' tf'l'm, sincf' t hf' wind dominancf' is suggf'sled

nf'ar the Chaneller eigf'nfrf'qllf'ncy. Fllmya el al. [19D6] funhf'r sllggeslf'd thai the wind

term in AAIII has a Sl)f'ctral pf'ak nf'ar Chandler frequf'ncy, i.f' .. 14 months pf'riod. At

prf'sf'nt. ho\\·ever. the wind AA I for wobble excitation does not appf'ar 10 haye a sufficienr

accuracy [ Fumya et al. 19D6]. comparing one agf'ncy's result with the othf'r onf'. Thus. it

merits fnrther attention whf'ther or not the \\'ind AAIII can f'xplain Ihe Chandler wobble

excitation.

IIIf'all\vhile, as stated in Fumya et al. [19D6], the AAIII does not lot ally account for the

wobble excitation over a wholf' frf'cl!lf'ncy band. In particular, we should noll" tbat the role

of bOI h oCf'anic and landwaler inlf'rannual yarialion in f'xciting Chandler wobhle has not

yet. been well appreciatf'd, owing to Ihf' lack of obsel'\'ation. \Ve will provide an f'videncf' of

polf'ntial importancf' vf'iled in ocean, by employing the ;\CEP Pacific Ocean ilnalysis datil

(Cbaptf'r 6).

2.2 Some Personal Thoughts as Future Prospect

In this section. I am going to pro\'ide a prospect for the future study of Chandler wobble and

its related field. \\'e know thilt thf're f'xists ample excellent re\'iew papers and monographs

df'aling with Earlh's \'ariablf' rotation [e.g.. Atunk and MacDonald, 1960: Lambeck. 1980:

Eubanks. 1993: Wilson, 1993: Chao. 1994J. Thus. I consider that, rathf'r than ilttempting

to thourollghly re\'il'\\' pre\'ious \\'orks at this late lime. it wOlllel bf' \\'orth to f'xpress my

prf'sent thoughts. Howf'vl'!'. thf' following argllment is partialJy basf'd IIpon Nmto [1993;

personal communication].

At the outset, let's takl' il look again at thf' Earth's polar motion obsl'[\·ation. Sf'tting

aside the slower polar drift which is tllf' presf'nt day truf' polar wandl'\', WI' can Sf'e a six-

yf'ar bl'f'ling pbenomenon which is callsl'd by sllperposing two components, i.f'., annual

and 1.2 year-Chilndler wobble. The sources to maintain the annllal wobble is obviously the

Sl'asonal \'ariation prf'\'ailing OVl'r I he ground surfacf'. and thus the annual wobhlf' is a result
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of forced oscillation. On the other hanel. soon after the Chandler wobble was discO\'ered,

Newmmb [1 92] pointed out that the Earth's elastic yielding as lI'ell as oceanic fluidity

\\"Ould account for the contradicting period at that time with that based on rigid body

theory. Based on the :'\eIlTomb's remark. the Chandler wobble ha~ been considered as the

Earth's free nutation period: the Chandler period is interpreted by the Earth's numerous

dynamical properties [e.g., Smilh and Dahlen, 19 1: Okubo, 19 2bJ.

The :'\ewcomb's idea surely forms a basis of widely accepted polar motion equation.

eq. (3.1), which asserts single and invariable eigen frequency. I\ly personal thoughts are

concerned with t he classical dynamics and formulation of Chandler wobble'. However.

before presenting my argument, we should keep in mind that there hf\\'e already been some

studies against the classical theory (see, for a re\'iew, e.g., Eubanks [1993]). At one time,

there was a debate on \'ariability of the Chandler period. CaI'ler [1981] noted a \'ariation

of the Chandler period. lI'hich correlates with the wobble amplitude, and interpreted as a

consequense of nonlinear pole tide: in contrast. when theoretically explaining the Chandler

frequency, the pole tide has been assumed to follow the equilibrium theory [e.g., Sm,lh

and Dahlen, 19 1: Dickman and Steinberg, 1986J. Howe\·er. Okubo [19 2aJ indicated thar.

e\'en on the assumption of single and in\'f\riable eigen frequency. a synthet ic Chandler

wobble excited by gaussian noise appears as if it has \'ariable Chandler period. depending

on the prescribed Q \·alues. This study suggested that we did not hf\\'e to modify the

classical wobble equation even for the \'ariable Chandler period model. I\loreover, there

has been reports suggesting multiple Chandler periods [e.g., Dickman, 19 1: Chao, 1(83).

Eubanks [1993J noted that, if there are multiple of periods, the Q \'alues would ha\'e to be

extraordinary high: note, howe\'er, that this remark is based upon the excitation spectrum

is flat near the Chandler frequency. Still worse, there has been no physical argument

compelling multiple Chandler period.

lj\otC' that t1lf'S(, id('(ls are c!('riH'd from subsC'qu{'nt allalysl's ill which J totally followf'c! the' ('ollv('lltiolJal

('qllation of motion ...

Although then' appears no reason to im'oke an alternati\'e model on t he Chandler \\"Ob-

ble. readers should be aware that all the foregoing studies haw been based on the ILS polar

mot ion data set which is less accurate than presently f\\'ailable data. Still worse. their ar-

gument relied on an imperfect knowledge on the wobble excitation: note that homogeneous

global atmospheric data set has just become f\\'ailable owr the last decade.

I\ly personal thought comes from the analysis on the atmospberic excitation of Chandler

wobble [ Furuya el al. 1996]. Employing Japan I\leteorological Agency's AAI\I, Furuya

el 0.1. [1996] suggested that the Chandler wobble is ma.intained by wind signal with a

periodicity of about 14 months. Further, they noted that the periodic wind excitation

of handler wobble is in harmony with the recent result on t he enhanced amplitude of

pole tide at :'iorth Sea: although the :'iorth Sea pole tide has been well-known for its

enigmatically enhanced pole tide(l<1 months' tide), Tsimplis et oJ [1994J showed that it

could be explained by the periodic wind stress lI'ith 14 mont h's periodicity (for a re\'iew,

see the references therein). Thus. we may regard both the Chandler lI'obble and non-

equilibrium pole tide at :'iorth Sea as a response to the external forcing lI'ith its period

about 1<1 months. :'\ote that the Chandler wobble excitation has been frequently modeled

as some random noise [e.g.. Okubo. 19 2a: Chao. 19851. Thus. this idea is evidently an

alternative to the previous premise. I\loreover. it may upset the conventional formulation

itself. which takes the form of tradilional auto-regressi\'e model with order one [e.g.. WiLson.

1985. Also see. Ooe. 19181.

Although the influences of atmospheric interannual variation on length of day change

ha\'e been successfully reported [e.g.. Rosen el al., 1984: Chao, 1989: Dirkey et al.. 1992],

thos0 on the wobble has been shown to be poor [Chao. personal communication. 1996). In

the previous literat1ll'e, bowever, only the two widely known phenomena, i.e., the quasi-

biennial osciliation(QI30) and Southern Oscillation associated with EI \'ifio are treated

as interannual variation. ,",ote that both the QBO and SO are zonal fiucluation near the

equator, and thus will not have a strong effect on the wobble.
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Aside from the t\\"o well-known interannual variabilties abo\·e. we could note a 15-16

month periodicity in \'ariety of obseryations such as equatorial sea surface temprature(S T),

zonal \\"ind [e.g.. Rllsmnssion el Ill.. 1990: Jillng el Ill.. 1995J. global precipitation [Lan lind

Shen, 1988J and Eurasian snow cO\'er [Yanai lind Li, 199~]. Althougb a physical relat ion

ship \\"ith these obselTation remains uncertain. a near 14 month periodicity in the wind

AAl\l suggested by Fi"'uyll el Ill. [1996] may account for the Chandler wobble excitation,

and comform to the ''De\'irs staircase" theory of the EI .'\ino [ Jin et Ill.. 1994: Tz!permlln

et aI., 1994]: Nailo lind Kikuchi [1995) haye already detected a quasi-seven months oscil

lation whose relation wit h E.'\SO is suggested. HO\ve\'er, as FUI"Ilyll et aL [Hl96J noted, IIw

equatorial wind AAII1 appears to be corrupted by noise probably due to meridional wind,

and awaits further improYement in its quality; the accuracy of meridional wind field will

also be important as a proper dri\'ing force for wind-dri\'en ocean circulation.

The other fact which has been bothering me is the sensiti\'e dependence of inferred

excitation amplitude on the prescribed Chandler period [ FurUyll et al. 1996]. \\'e illus

trated that. \\'hen the Chandler period is assumed around 435-436 days. the excitation

inferred from wobble data takes a minim un amplitude [ FUT1lya et Ill. 1996J. At first sight,

the Chandler period giying rise to the minumum appears to be a correct Chandler period,

since the deconyolution filter by Wilson [19 5] i. a notch-filter rejecting a power around

the specified frequency. In other \\·ords. this indicates I hat the \\'Obble spectrum achie\'es

a peak at the frequency. 0.8~ cycle per year(cpy), corresponding to 435 days of period.

HO\\'ewr, it would be serious that the inferred excitation amplitude is much less than thai

computed from ...\AIII excitation, since it is implausible that ot her sources can "skillfully"

cancel the excess AAIII effect: a similar result is obtained by Brzezinski [personal commulli

cation, 1995J. I1leallwhile, \\"e call interpret the result in the other way; the wobble spectl'lllll

has actuaJly "no" pO\\'er near the frequency around 0.84 cpy, though the dat a span does

not allow sufricient frequency resolution in terms of com'entional spectral analysis. This

interpretation may reyilalize the splitting feature of polar motion spectrum.

Part II

Atmosphere and Pacific Ocean

Excitation of the Seasonal Wobble



Chapter 3

Atmospheric Influence

3.1 Abstract

Global atmospheric reanalysis monthly data from C. S. :\ational Center for Em'ironmental

Prediction (:\CEP) are used to compute atmospheric angular momentum (AA1\I) and to

re\'isit the atmospheric influence on th" Earth's seasonal wobbl". Pr"c"ding the analysis,

we point out that the conwntional d"composition technique into pro- and retrograde com

pon"nts is not n"cessary as long as on" "mploys high precision Earth's orientation data:

thus, we compar" th" m'"rag"d yearly t\\'o compon"nts of torque, \1 and X2, orienting to

ward 90 deg, west longitude and Gr"em\'ich meridian. resp"ctiYely. Although the seasonal

AA1\1 fluctuation do"s not totally account for the obsel'\'ed yearly excitation as shown pr,,

\'iously, \\'e indicat" that I h" discr"pancy mainly originates in the Xl component. which

anticipates th" oceanic contribution as the other potentially important source, \\'e also

examine the atmospheric r"gional contribution to the X2' It is found that the surface illr

pressure \'ariation near Himalayas range is important as has been inferred from obsel'\'ed

excitation. while that around Tibetan plateau \'aries rather in out-of-phase manner.
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3.2 Introduction

The Earth's orientation change with respect to a terrestrial frame of reference has been

obserwd as polar motion since the discO\'ery of Chandler wobble in late 1800 [e.g., Ahmk

and Ma.cDonnld, 1960: La1llbeck, 19 0). The annual wobble has also been obselTed, and

is Ibe other largest component than Chandler wobble. Ol)\'iously, it is seasonaJly-forced

motion because of its period. Thus, there are an ample literature discussing the effect of

surface seasonal change such as atmosphere. land water and ocean elc. on its excitation

has been widely recognized [e.g., Mn71k (lnd MacDonnld, 1960: Lnmbeck, 1980], the fore-

going argument is largely based on a insufficiently distributed data set. IIl0reol'er, the

wind term's role has not yet fully documented because equatorial wind term is known

to be notoriously noisy: even for the seasonal variation. they were inconsistent from one

agency's' atmospheric angular momentum (Ar\. I) to the others' (but, see below).

3.3 Theory

where ,'i1 and y represent the wobble and excitation, respectil'ely [ Munk and Ma.cDonald,

(see, for a rel'iew. e.g., Mn71k n71d AJncDonald, 1960: Lambeck, 1980: Eubanks. 1993 and the

references therein). However, the budget of seasonal wobble excitation is not yet closed

[e.g., Chao and An, 1991: /(;ng and Agnew, 19911,

The governing equation of the Earth's \\'obble is gil'en by

i din _ _ ; d\.

Un" dI + 111 = X - rlrll' (3.1)

In this paper, we will inwsligate tbe atmospheric contribution 10 the Earth's annual

wobble excil ation, employing C. S. "ational Center for EIlI'ironmenta! Prediction ("CEP)

reanalysis data which hal'e been amilab!e as of 1I1arch 1996, ...\S stated abO\'e. this problem is

not a new one: the first attempt 10 explain it by seasonal air mass change goes back to 1901

by Spitaler, t ill. we believe Ihat it is worth to rel'isit the problem for the reason discussed

below. The most important point is concerned wit h the recent significant improvement of

data quality for botb polar motion and global atmosphere. Though this point has been

already mentioned in, for instance. Chao and An, 1991. the two dimensional excitation

function has stiU been decomposed inlo pro- and retrograde component. This is because

the retrograde component has been Jess accurately determined in optically obserwd dala!

AJu71k and AJacDonnld. 1960, pp. 9-1]. Howewr. we point out the un-necessilY of the

cOlll'entional technique. and thus could effectil'ely utilize the high-quality data. By so

doing, we will intuitil'ely shed light on the discrepancy between the Ar\.l1l contribution

and the observed excitation. 11 Ioreol'Pr. the atmospheric regional contribution could be

examined, which is enabled by homogeneous data distribution of global atmosphere: though

the prominent seasonal fluctuation originating in Ihe pressure term OI'er Eurasian continent

1960: Lambeck, 19 0]: the U,II' represents complex Chandler frequency, i.e., Ihe frequency

and Q of Chandler wobble. The In and \. are defined as m, + im2 and \'1 + i\2, where

the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the iLxes in the equatorial plane along the Greenwich merid-

ian and 90degE longitude, respectil'ely: Ihe I'ariable angular ,'elodty ,'ector is written as

fl(ml' m2,l + m,). The \. itself represents a non-dimensional angular momentum fluctu-

ation, and thus the sum of two terms in eq. (3,1) results in the total torque exciting the

wobble. However, Gross [1992] ha"e provided a modern formulation which conforms to the

space-geodetic Eart h orientation data: the formulation is "alid for a long-period approxi-

malion, and apparently. the second term in the r. h. s. of eq. (3.1) can be ignored (see also,

Appendix r\.).

Bnrnes el nl. [1983J h",'e gil'en an elegant formulation of AAIII as a candidate for

\.. in which to a good approximation the AAIII function can be separated into so-called

pressure(;\:I') and wind(y"') term. They are explicitly,

y" = R_1_jjP, sin¢ cos2 ¢ exp(iA)d¢dA, (3.2)
(0- ,-I)g

\.u· = R_'__ jjj(lJSin¢ + il')exp(iA) cos'!)(/1>d>.dp. (3.3)
(C - ,-!)rIg
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Here. R. g, and n are t he Earth's mean radius. mean surface gra\·ity. and mean angular

\'elocity, respecti\'ely: C and .-I are the Earth's polar and eCjuatorial moments of inertia:

P, is the surface air pressure: 1£ and l' are the eastward and northward \·elocity. The

integration in eCj. (3.2) is performed mw latitude ¢ and longitude A. \\'hile that in eCj. (3,3)

also includes the \'ertical integration along the pressure coordinate.

3.4 Data and Computation

The Earth's wobble data set is SPACE95 [see. Gross, 1996], in which a Kalman filter is

used to combine independent measurements of the Earth's orientation taken by the space

geodetic techniques sucb as very Jong baseline interferometry. salellite laser ranging, Junar

laser ranging and global positioning system, SPACE95 is a daily series, spanning October,

1976 to February, 1996, \I'e decoll\'olwd tbe wobble data into tbe excitation series. based

on the WiJson's simplest filter (2a) in Wilson. 1985: hereafter, we call tbe deconvoJved

series inferred excitation. The prescribed period and Q of Chandler wobble are 0./31 days

and 100, respecti\'ely [e.g" Wilson and Vicente, 1990: Furuya and Chao, 1996J, Since we

subseCjuently employ the monthly atmospheric data, we a\'erage the daily inferred excitation

into monthly series.

The AAI\I computation in the present paper is based on the monthly :,\CEP reanalysi.

data. of \\'hich we used ground surface pressure and east- and north-ward wind \'elo~ity

data on a 2,5 deg x 2.5 deg latitude-longitude grid at 17 le\'els of altitude. \\'e suhstituted

them in eCjs. (3.2 and 3,3). The series spans from January, 1979 to Decemher. 1995 [ /<alnay

et al. 1996].

In order to properly e\'aluate the atmospberic influence upon the Eartb's wobble excita-

tion, we haw to consider I he response of the oce t ',1 .' ,
an 0 O\el .r,ng atmospherJc motion. In

tbe pre\'ious lit eralure, the oceanic surface response to atn h'
. . r 10Sp flnC' pressurE' variat ion has

been intensi\'ely appreciRted [e.g., Meniarn, 1982: Wahr 1983] l 'J h
' • IV}[ e t at to t he shear

stress caused by atmospheric wind is largely unknm\"ll probably hecause the wind effect

itself was considered to he small. Two idealistic beh",'iors are assumed in evaluating \p

If the oceanic surface responds isostatically, the mass redistribution effect \\'ould be sig-

nificantJy reduced o\'er oceanic areas, This response is called inverted barometer heha\'ior

(we abbre\'iate it 18) [e.g" Alunk and MarDonald, 1960: Cal, 1982], On the other hand,

we can also treat the ocean in t he same way as the lanel. \\'hich leads to a larger \'ariance

than IB response: this is called the non-inverted barometer response (nonIB). Below, the

pressure term is based on the im'erled-barometer assumption, which would be appropriate

shown in a recent study [e.g., Dirkman, 1988: Tn.tpin and Wohr, 1990: Ponte, 1994].

In the pre\'ious literature, the annual wobble excitation has been studied by decomposing

the \. series into prograde and retrograde component [e.g., Wtlson and Haubrich, 1976:

Wah,', 19 3: Chao and Au, 1991: J(tng and Agnew, 1991), This procedure \\'as classically

indispensable for the reason described belo\\'. Since the prograde component is amplified

hecause of its proximity to the Chandler eigen frequency and has high signal to noise ratio, it

would be accurately ohselTed and h""e better quality than retrograde component. Indeed,

Kmg and Agnew [1991] indicated that the retrograde annllal excitation estimated from the

ILS data has systematicaJly larger amplitude and a phase discrepancy of ahout 30 degrees,

compared with those estimated from space-geodeticaJly obser\"ed data. Howe\·er. as clearly

indicated in Fig. 2 of J<ing and Agnew [19(1), the retrograde annllal excital ions estimated

from three different space-geodetic data are consistent with each other. Thlls, we claim

that the c1assicaJ procedure is not necessary as Jong as one empJoys the space-geodetically

obtained Earth orientation data.
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\-ariance I infprred AA I(\\'+P)

(10 11T(Un

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Intercomparison between NCEP AAM and JMA AAM
\1 0,16 0.03

.-\t the outse!. we compare the :\CEP A.-\1\1 with .Japan 1\letporological Agency (.J1\I.-\) \2 0.74 0.87

AA1\1 in ordpr to check their mutual consistency. which will help examining the data quality Tablp 3.1: \'ariancp of nwan spasonal pxcitation. inferred and ,\.-\1\1. P and \\' denotp

(Figure 3.1). In light of Figs 3.1. both :\CEP and .11\IA AA I arp in good agrepment for prpssmp(i""erted barompt er) and wind term. respecti\·ply.

both pressurI' and wind term. Hence. as far as tbe seasonal \'ariation is concprned, we can

assess atmospheric contribution to the annual wobblp eithpr by "CEP or by .J1\IA. III the

present study. WI' would employ i\CEP A.-\1\1 comput~d by ourspl"ps.

conclude that the annual signal for the inferred annuill X2 \'arialion is the atmosphpric pres-

sure term. J-!pncp, the torque acting on the Earth's equatorial bulge, neit Iwr I hI' mountain

3.5.2 Comparison between Inferred and AAM excitation

torqup nor the frictiollill torque, is t he cause for A2 annual signal. HOlI'e\'pr, as indicatpd

in Tablp. 3.1, Ihe XI AA1\l tprm is much smaller tban that for inferred excitation, and this

dpficit lurns out to h"w causpd that the AA1\! alone cannot wholly explain the annual

1I'0bblp excitation.

In ordpr to captme rpgiona! atmosphpric contribution to tbe total AA1\1 as \\'ell as to tbe

wobblp excitation: WI' may roughl)' sa)' that \1 A.-\1\1 dol'S not contributp to the annual

infertwl annual excitation, WI' computed the regional A.-\1\1 at 36 timps 36 seclors of thp

(3.5)

I: I: .\f·A-(t).
]=1 A-=1

i = 1.2

\.(1)

16 :16

1'01'\, = L Lc01'(.\P,,\p-),
1=1 k=1

3.5.3 Regional Contribution

Rosen. 1989]:

Thus. it follows that tlw temporal \'ariancp of the global \,(1) spri~s can be pxprpsspd as

Ibp sum of thp lemporal cO\'ariancps bptwopn \,(1) and pach .\'f'k(t) serips [ Sals/ein a.nd

globp aside from the g!obill .-\.-\1\1.

In order to confirm the A.-\ 1 contribution to thp annuillwobblp excitation, WI' compMI'd

the mean infptwd excitation with corresponding .-\A1\1 in Figurp 3.2: the 1\A1\1 is furt hpr

decomposed into pressure and wind term (Figure 3.3). Though the coordinate systpm

can be arbitrarily selected, \\'e followed the com'entional system. i.e .. X axis for Greenwich

meridian and Y axis for 90 degrees \\'est longitude. Thp (Coriolis) torque around the X axis

corresponds to thp \2· and that around the Y axis is XI: though the \, function has bppn

frpqupntly quoted as angular momentum (and we will also do bpIO\\·). they are. rigorously

sppaking, the torque.

\\'1' can summarize the .-\.-\1\1 contriblltion to IhI' spasonal wobblp (spe also. Tablp 3.1).

Although Ihp ,\.-\1\1 is known to be an imperfect contributor to tbp annual wobblp [p.g., W~l

son and Haubrich. 1976: Wahr. 1983: J(ing and Agnew, 1991: Chao and Au, 1991 among

otbprs), Ihe prespnt simple metbod, i.e., to "iew the excitation from X and Y ax~s. tplls

tbat the \2 1\1\1\1 is ill very good agreement witb tbe obsprved pxcitation, and t bat mosl

of tb~ X2 1\.-\1\1 originates in thp prpssurp term in Iigbt of Figurp 3.3 Taking account of the

year-to-)'par fluctuation of \2 .-\A1\1 as well as infpl'Iwl \2 excitation sbown in Figurp 3.~, WI'
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Thp \'ariancp map would tpli us the inlpnsi\'p arpa for spasonal fiuctuation. Prpcpding tlw

analysis. \\'P computp the nwan spasonal excitation for both global- and gridded-AAI\I, by

stacking monthly \'fllues at each ypar into thp sanw 12 months.

Thp tPmporal \'ariation in the most \'igorous arpa shown abo\·p. howewL may not bp in

phasp with thp globally-integratPd AA I fiuctuation. In ordpr to spe whpthpr thp rpgional

contribution is in-phasp 01' out-of-phase with thp globa] AAI\I. \yp \\'mIld fllfthpr computp

thp coyariancp fipld. i.p.,
3636

rot'\; = L L co1'(\" Xl"). (3.6)
j=l k=1

Fllfthermore, by replacing the \i with thp inferred excitation in the equation abO\'e, we can

in\'pstigatP whPre Ihe Earth's wobble is excjtpd by '11 mosphere if t he global AAI\I shows

close agrpement wit h the inferred excitation.

Shown in Figure 3.5 are the \'ariance for seasonal pressllfP IPrm of pach spctor, gh'pn

by yarhl)+\'ar(\2): most of Ibp \'ariance originatPs in lhp \2 componpnt as can bp sPpn

from Figllfe 3.2. Also shown in FigllfP 3.6 is thp cO\'ariancp map of the prpsslJrP tprm.

gi\'en by CO\'(\I)+COY(\2). Clparly illustratpd is thp arpa which infiupncps the \2 spasona]

excitation, i.e .. I he cent ral area of Emasian continent.

Altbough thpsp arpa are basically coincident with thosp suggpstpd as dfpcti\'p rpgion for

annual wobblp pxcital ion by thp formpr studies [P.g., JefJi·eys. 1915: Std07·enkov. 1973J. WP

can spp tbat tbprp arp thrpp rpgions of strong surfacp prpssurp \'ariation if pxaminpd in

dNail: tbat is. thp nonhprn-past China. thp Pakistan and thp arpa around thp .\ral Spa.

Furthprmorp. it should Iw notpd that thp prpssurp \'ariation in lhp wholp Ellfasian arpa

dops not yary in phasp p\·erywbprp. In \'ipw of FigllfP 3.6, t hp sllffacp prpssllfP \'Mial ion

around thp Takramakan dpsprt and Tibptan Platpau ralhpr yarips out-of-phasp wilh thp

total \2 prpSSIirP yariation: thprp is a localizpd centpr of cancellation arpa. Sincp Ihp \2

lnfptwd pxcitation can Iw mostly attributpd to t]w AAI\l contribution in vipw of Figurp 3.2,

Flgurp 3.6 can bp rpgardpd as thp contribution mal) for anuual' 'om t
' A2' ponpn.

Thp \'ariability of thp prpsSIirP tprm dppictNI in Figure 3.5 is dirpctly rplarpd to t hp

coyariancp fjpld of Figurp 3.6. HowP\'er, it is not obyious 10 what extpnt thp rpgional

fiuctuation in _y!,k might cancpl each othpr \\'hen their pffprts are globally integrated into

\,. The variance and cO\'ariance map of wind AAI\I term illustratps that. unlike the casp

of prpssurp term, tlIP region with intpnsi\'p yariability does not npcpssarily corrpspond to a

significant arpa for thp globally intpgratpd \, tprill. Shown in Figurp 3.7 is the wind \'ariance

map, gi\'pn by yar(xI)+yar(\2)' \\'p spp that the most extpnsi\'ply \'ariahle arpa resides

around wpstprn Pacific region. It is to be notpd that, unlike the axial angular momentum

halance, the zonal wind around thp equator does not contribute to thp pquatorial angular

mompntum balance as long as their longitudinal \'ariation is small.

I\lpanwhile, FiglJrP 3.8 indicated thp rpgional contribution to thp globaJly intpgratPd X,

wind term, given by COV(XI )+COV(>"2)' We can spe that thp rpgional wind \'ariation over

thp Pacific hemisphpre is roughly in phase with global '(, wind tpnn, whilp in thp other

hpmisphere thpy are out of phasp.

3.6 Discussion and Conclusion

Since the cOll\'entionally pmployed coordinate axes fortunatply oripnt to\\'ard the Grpen-

wich meridian and 90deg wpst longitudp, \\'e could clarify thaI lhp \2 componpnt is largply

pxplained by .-\AI\I. Though it is \\'idely kno\\'n that AA I cannot fully explain thp annual

wobblp excitation, it has np\'pr Iwpn documented. to my knowlpdgp. that the discr~pancy

originat~s mainly in tlIP \1 component (Figure 3.2). The prps~nt undprstanding is pro\'idpd

by the simplp approach to dirpctly comparp the \1 and \2 component with their correspond-

ing excitations: this approach can fully ut ilize the quality of spacp-gpodNic data.

To be concerned with thp X2 componpnt, the prpsslJrP tpm1 turns out to he most illl-

pOt·tant as has bepn suggestpd by prpvious studies, and tlnls thp mpchanism is tlIP torque

acting over thp Earth's pquatorial bulge. \\'ithout pmploying globally distribulpcl almo-

sphpric prpssure data, thpsp insights could hp obtained. to some pxlpnt, by looking into the
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inferred excitalion alone: the inferred excitation, ,yhen plot led in two dimensional plane. is

significantly polarized tQ"'ard Y-axis [see Fig. 9.1 in Afunk and MacDonald. 1960J. tllore-

oYer. (though it is an incorrect understanding that [corrected by Barnes et al. 1983: Wllhr,

19 3)) the geostrophic wind and current hal'e been shown not to excite the Earth's wob-

ble. Thus, the former researchers could hal'e placed particular emphasis on the pressure

\'ariPition O\'pr Eurasian continent.

By employing uniformly distributed global atmospheric data. we examined the regional

contribution, and confirmed the abQ\'e classical idea. lIowever. we believe that the results

inferred in the present study are nQ\'el in the following respects. First. we clarified that

there are three particularly important regions, where the surface pressure fluctuation con-

tributes in-phase to the total \'2 pressure variation. Secondly. nel'ertheless, there is one

very localized cancellation center around the Tihetan Plaleau among the three intensil'e

regions ahove (Figure 3.5). In other words, the existence of this localized cancellation area

suppresses the Q\'ershoot of other three intensive regions for the \2 pressure term. The

wind term in \2 component plays a minor role, though it has a non-negligible contribution

[ ChilO and All. 1991).

As discussed above, the \ 1 AAtlI has failed to explain the corresponding obsen'ed excita

tion. Howel'er. by shedding light on the torque around Y-axis. we can speculale the possible

source(s) which might explain the remaining discrepancy. For ma's redistribution effect.

the most efficient region which has a potenlial influence on the \1 term "'ill reside around

two longitudes. i.e.. Greenwich meridian and 180deg east (west) longitude, since they hal'e

the longest arm lengt h. The major possible contribution to the seasonal wobble other I han

atmospheric cant ribution would be presumably the land water effect (precipitation _ el'apo

transpiration - run aU') and ocean contribution among others (see Chao [1994) for possible

contributors). Since the land water contribUlion cannot originate in the oceanic area. it

would originate in the Greenwich meridian. However, we cannot expect an extensi"e sea

sonal fluct uation in rain and snow amount as prel'ailing QI'er the Asian monsoon region or

ol'er the northern America [ ChilO and O·Connor. 1988]. The remaining candidate for \1

"'ould be the oceanic elrect. which may contribute to the fluctuation of relatiw angular

momentum Yia the seasonal I'ariation of ocean current [FllrllYIl. 1996 (this issue)).

tlloreol·er. it is to be noted that the wind term in the \1 AAtll is in phase with the

obsel'l'ed \1, though the total \1 AAtll results in out of phase due to the pressure term

(Figure 3.3). \\'e see that the ,yind term's in-phase behal'ior mostly originates oyer the

Pacinc Ocean in lighl of Figure 3.8. \Ye think that this suggests a potential importance

veiled in the Pacinc ocean. From the equil'alence of angular moment um approach and

torque approach, the wind(motion) term is the sum of frictional torque plus mountain

torque [e.g., Munk and MacDonald, 1960: Lmnbeck. 1980; Barnes et Ill. 1983: Wah,.. 1982],

so does the variation in the wind term m'er the oceanic area. Former studies indicate that for

the atmosphere the fricrionallorque is the same order of magnitude as the mountain lorque

[e.g., Newton, 1971: Wahr and 001'1.198-1]. Thus, some pmt of Ihe frictionill torque would

originate in the ocean area. ilnd ils reaction Iyould dril'e the oceilnic general circulation.

The sea surfilce wind st ress ,yill cause t he seasonal I'arial ion in t he oceanic mass transport.

and thus can induce the oceanic excitation: note th," "'e did not consider the oceanic

response to the oYerlying atmospheric wind. since lye allowed the atmospheric influence by

angular momentum approilch.

In practice. hmyel·er. I he sea surface frictional torque ("'ind sl ress torque) is not the

only cause for oceanic momentum Iransport. and its efl'ect has been estimated to be I'ery

small by Wllh,. [19831. \Ye must also take into account of bottom pressllre torque as "'ell

as internal frictional torque in the ocean. In the literature of physical oceanography. it still

remains unsoll'ed questions how topography affects the ocean flow abol'e, since it is almost

impossible to directly measure bot tom pressure and thus to connrm t he idea [e.g., Mnnk

and Palmen, 1951: Holland, 1973: f/ughe8 a.nd KiliwoTlh, 1995]. In a companion paper, we

inl'estigate the Pacific influenc0 upon the annual wobble 0xcilation. and will examine the

physical processes to maintain the fluctuation of oceanic angular momentum.
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Chapter 4

Pacific Ocean Influence

4.1 Abstract

Pacific Ocean monthly analysis rlata from :"ational Center for Enyironmental Predic

tion(:\CEP) are employerl to compute the Pacific Ocean angular momentum(POAIvl) for

the period from 19 0-1994. \\'e assess its influence on the Earth's seasonal wobble ex

citation, paying particular attention to the torque, \1, which orients toward 90 deg. \\.

longitude; the atmospheric angular momenl'um(AAII!) hardly contributes to this torque.

On the contrary to AAIII, the POAIII causes larger \'ariance in \1 component than in X2,

the torque orienting towarrl Greenwich meridian. The \'ariance of the AA:>.! plus POA.III

\1 is almost 10 times that of the AA I alone. \I'hile that of AAIII plus POAIIl \2 is rle

creased to about 60 j( of that of AAIIl alone. Taking account of year-ta-year fluctuation,

the observed seasonal excitation inferred from wobble dnta can be well-explained by AAIII

plus POA I for both its amplitude and phase. It is also found that the seasonal \1 POAIII

mostly consists of the current term. and that the mass term plays a secondary role: this

is in contrast with the AAIII contribution to the X2' The area with a remarkable seasonal

fluctuation in the \ 1 current term is localized around the western Pacific region. especially

around the east Philippine as well as the ofl~northern-east of .lapan. \\'e also employ the
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torque approach to examine rhe mechanism in maintaining the seasonal fluctuation. The Sen'ice [Salstein el al. 19931. Recently, se\'eral instirutions have starteel to reanalyze(hind-

sea surface wind stress determines the seasonal rhythm of \1 currenr term, but accounts cast) the global atmospheric field, based on a homogeneous data assimilation system [

for less rhan half t Iw total amplitude and does not show any significant inter-annual \'ari- [(alnay pt a.l. 1996].

at ion. The internal friction and bot tom pressure torque are required to account for t he Employing the lJ. S. .'\ational Center for Environmental Preeliction(.'\CEP) monthly

total \t curr"nt: th" former has a significant seasonal \'ariability, whil" th" latter shows a reanalysis data, we revisited the atmospheric influ"nc" on th" Earth's annual wobhle to ex-

short-period \'ariarion superimpos"d on inter-annual \·ariation. amin" th" regional contrihution [Furuya. 1996 (this issu,,)]. Although it is well-known that,

for annual wobble, ther" is a significant discr"pancy between atmospheric effect and Ihe

4.2 Introduction

The Earth's angular \'elocity \'ecror vari"s its ori"ntation as well as its amplitude over a

wide range of tim" scales. Its ori"ntation chang" relati\'e to th" terr"strial reference frame

is known as polaI' motion (or wobble). of "'hich t\m components, 1-1 months' Chaneller

\\"()hble(C\\') and 12 months' annual wohble(A\\"). are the main constituents, setting asiele

the sloll'er polar elrift. To identify the causes of Earth's wobble will be a constrainl on the

Earth's response property well-below the s"ismic band. and also help und"rst anding t he an

gular momentum exchange within th" Earth's mulri-splwr", i.",. atmosphere, hydrospher".

lithospher"(th" mantl,,) anel cor".

The studies of atmospheric influence on tbe Earth's variable orientation ha\'e explod"d

ov"r the past d"cad". pr"sumably oll'ing 10 th" ad\'"nt of global atmospheric data proeluced

by routin" obj"cti\'e analysis system (l-elinwnsional data assimilation system) as lI'ell as

to tbe quality imprownwnt of Earth rotation data. Barnps et al. [1983] carried out

'1 pioneering work by applying tbe results of First GARP Global Experiment (F'GGE.

where GARP i. th" Global Atmospheric R"s"arch Program) to th" Earth rotation data,

and succinct Iy illustrated its impact on Earth rotation study. Their formulation for Ihe

atmospberic angular momentum(AA1\l) is presently a standard for Eart h rol ation sludy,

anel th" AA1\J routinely computed in s"\'eral agencies is rapidly Iransmilled via Global

Tel"communications System to th" Suh-hlll'''au for AA1\1 of lnternational Earlh Rotation

corresponeling inferr"d excitation [e.g.. Munk and AfacDonald. 1960: Wilson and Haubrich,

1976: Lambeck, 1980: Chao and Au, 1991: Eubanks, 19931. we showed that the discrepancy

mainly originates in the \'t t<'rm, which r<,presents a torque around axis toward 90d"gE Jon-

gituele: the \'ariance of \1 is less than 20 %of that inferred from wobble elata. 1\leanwhile,

tbe \2 is welJ-explained mainly by the pressure term. H"nce. the r"maining discrepancy

sbould b<' explained by such sources that gr"atly affect the \1 with a small influence on

the \2, Though we can think of many possible sources as seasonal wobble excitation,

borb lanel "'at"r and ocean effect ha\'e e\'er been im'estigated other than the atmosphere

I King and Agnew. 1991]. However. considering that most of the disagreement between

the AA1\1 and seasonal wobble excitation originates in \1, we speculated that the angular

momentum varial ion in the ocean will porentially explain much of the discrepancy, since we

thought tbar Ihe land water contrihution as mass r<'distribution efl'ect will not extensi\'ely

contribute to XI term: we note that the area affecting the \1 mass term resides arounel

wesl ern Europe and A!"ric-a, wher<' t bere is no distinct seasonality as pr"\'ailing O\'N t 1]('

Indian/Asian monsoon area.

There are. to my knowledge. only a few papers. in which oceanic influence upon the

Earth's annual wobble is examineel [ Munk and Groves. 1952: Wilson and Haubrich. 1976:

O'Connor, 1980; Wa.hr, 19 3J; obviously, the lack of realistic global ocean data hampNed

reliahle estimate of oceanic effect. M71nk and Grove8 [1952) <'stimated t he ocean current

effect on annual wobble excitation, based on rhe \'ertically integral<'d mass transport stream
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function: it hnd been analytically obtained in the l'lIunk's theory on western boundary owing to the impron'ment of understanding the ocean dynamics and the adn.1Jt of high

currents [ Munk. 1950]. They states, ··the circulntion in the Pacific Ocean alone accounts performance computing facility [see, e.g., AIc Williams. 1996]. The output data from the

for 10 per cent of the magnitude... ·· In those days. howe\·er. the observation for the Semtne7' and Chervin [1992] (and its modification to the free surface model) model haw

seasonal transport yariation is hardly a\·ailable. on which their estimate rely. Thus, AJunk heen employed to assess the oceanic effect on the wobble excitation [e.g.. Steinbe7'g et

and MacDonald [1960J. and reiterated by Wit80n and Haubrich [1976], stated that the effect al. 1995: Salstein et al. 1995] and length of day (Iod) change [ Ponte and Rosen. 199-1]:

of wind-str...ss...d non-isostatic sea leyel change on the wobble excitation is the remaining Bryan [1995J (unpublished manuscript) also examined the oceanic influenc... on the length of

question. 0 'C0n7107' [1980). based on the lineariz...d on ...-layer barotropic model with f1at- dny change, bas d on I he G...ophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory l'lIodular Ocean l\lodel.

bot10m ocean. analytically estimated th ... efl'ects of wind-dri\'en perturbation in bottom Still. it should b not ...d that these model output data are simply the r...stiit of 'simulation',

pressur... on th ... annual ...xcitation. He did not consider th ... effects of wind-dri\'en curr"'tlls. nnd mny not b compared wit h r...al-time Earth-ori ...ntation or lod dat a. l\Ior...oyer, th ...

Wahr [1983] also employed a simple linear ocean model, i.e., t be so-called S\·... rdrup balance larg st d...r...ct in th ...sc out put data is that the model is dri\'en by al mospheric dimat ...

with realistic ocenn-continent distribution. This model was driven by th... sea-snrfnc... wind vnlt' s, and not coupled with the Mmosphere nbove: the atmosph... re-ocean interaction is

stress climate \'alues [ Hellerman and R08en8lein. 1983J. \\'ahr's estimate in based on the not taken into account.

flat-bottom barotropic mod ...l with the uniform depth of 4000m: all frictional, in ... rtial and The ocean data assimilation, as has been done for atmosph ... re. is presently an acti\'e re-

ach'ective terms ar... ignored. Results suggested tbat the wind-dri\'en ocean has little effects search area in physical oceanography as eyidenced by th growing lit ... rat ur.... bllt still in the

on the annual excitation. infancy due. largely, to the lack of obsetTation. :'\e\·erth less. th... basin-scale analyses (the

Wahr [1983J gm·... a ca\'eat on his results, in that the influence of two omissions of both Pacific and Atlantic) are presently being done at :,\CEP [ Leetmaa and Ji. 19 9: Ji et al.

bottom topography and density stratification is not appreciat d. As he stat ...d, bOllom 1994: .11 et al. 1995]: the analysis data set of the Pacific Ocean is pres...ntly archi\'ed at Cli-

topography can potentially contribute to a mountain-torqu... b tw...en the ocean and solid mate Diagnostics Center. :\OAA (Anonymous flp at ftp.cdc.noaa.gO\·:Datasets/I"'Plmaa).

Ea1"th [this id...a was pion ...ered by AJunk and Palmen. 1951). HO\\·P\'er. he considered that Th ... purpose of this paper is two folds: the first is to report the impact of tbe Pacific

tbe most prominent 'mount ains' are tbe oc...an-conrinenr boundaries. and tbat the omission Oc...an on tbe Earth's seasonal wobble excitation. employing the "CEP oc...an analysis data.

might not b too serious a problem. In other words. Wahr [1983J examin ...d a torC]ue nnd the second is to examine the physical processes im·oIY d in maintaining the fluctuation

acting at pr cipice of 4000 m high between the ocean and solid-Earth. and neglect ...d t/w of th ... Pacific ocean angular monwntum (POA I). As stat d in Ji el al. [1995]. it depends

barodinicity as w...l1 as t be bottom topography. In I he lit ... rature of physical oc...anography, it largely on the availability of obs"'ITational data to \\'hat extent the assimilated data is

has been unsoh'ed questions how topography afl'eets tbe ocean flow above, since it is almost close to the reality; at present, only thermal information is uspd in th... ir system (e.g., sea

impossibjp to directly measure bottom pressure and thus to confirm the idpa [....g., Holland, Surface tpmperature and sparse subsurface thermal profiles). nnd thp information about

1973: Hughes and Killworth, 1995J. surface currents and sea le"el \'ariation from altimeters is now gelling a\'ailable [ Ji et al.

Recently, the numerical modeling of ocean general circulation bas grown expJosi\'eJy. 1996: Hul'/burt et al. 1996]. Ther... would be much room to imprO\'e the quality of ocean
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analysis system, and t he global ocean analysis system will surely be implemented in the except the mass term corresponding to the pressure term of AA1\I: note that ocean bottom

near future. Since \\'e take account of the Pacific Ocean alone, the present result should be pressure data set is not readily a\'ailable. If \\'e prescribe the equilibrium state of ocean as

regarded as preliminary. :"ewrtheless. the results shown below are encouraging for bot h being in hydrostatic balance with no motion, the first order perturbation in the mass term

our conjecture. i.e., the potential importance of the ocean for annual wobble excitation, will consist of changes in both density structure and sea level changes. Thus. the mass

and the effort to implement the ocean analysis system. term is composed of two terms as shown by Ponte and Rosen [19941. For the motion term,

we integrate the 11 and 11 along the vertical axis, ignoring the changes in both density field

and sea level. Hence, the following formulae (4.1) are required in evaluating the OA1\I,

The \, and \2 represent the angular momentum around equatorial axes as noted before.

mean surface grm·ity. and mean angular wlocity. respecti\'ely: C and .-\ are the Earth's

while the \3 does that around polar axis. Here. R.g. and II are (he Earth's mean radius.

(4.1-c)

(<I.I-a)

(4.I-b)

1.098R' JJ . 2--(--)- pd,""tyS1l1<jJcos <jJcos>'r/>'d<jJ
C-Ag

1.0D8R'1 JJ . ?--(--)- 1)",,,./,,,,.S1l1 <jJcos' <jJcos>'r/>'d<jJ
C-Ag

15DIR
3 JJJ--'--- (11 sin <jJcos<jJcos>. - 11 cos <jJsin >')dpr/>.d<jJ,

O(C - .-\)g

1.0D8R
I JJ . ?- ---)- pd,""ty sm <jJ cos' d> sm >'r/>'r/<jJ

(C-.-I 9

1.098R' JJ . ?
---- l]'ur/ou S1l1 QCos' ¢S1l1 >'r/>'r/rp

(C-.\)g

1.59IR
3 JJJ----- (1Isin¢cos9sin>. + l'COS¢cos>')r/pr/>'r/rp,

O(C - .-\)g

0.753R
I JJ 3--- Pd", ,ty cos ¢d>.d6

C",g

0.753R
I JJ 3+--- 11.,,,r/,,,,COS 9d>.d¢

C",g

099 R
3 JJJ+-'-- II cos2 ¢dpr/>'do.

IIC",g

\3

\'1

tude x 1.5 deg longitude boxes cm'ering 45:"-355 latitude. 122.25E·2 8.75E longitude (see

4.3 Pacific Influence on the Seasonal Wobble

4.3.1 Data and Formulae for Oceanic Angular Momentum

For the computation of oceanic angular momentum(OA1\I). we use tile fields of tempera·

face ,·ariables. i.e., east·west stress. north-south st ress and surface pressure \'ariation are

multiple depths (27 le"els) of the monthly :"CEP ocean analysis data. 1\loreo\'er. the sur·

ture, salinity, east ward(11) and northward(11) velocity components of ocean current all at

Figure 4.1): these grids are for analysis purpose. and the latitudinal grid spacing in the

original model is actually I/3.degree within 10 deg of the equator and gradually increases

outside this zone as in Plnlander et al. [1987]. We used the monthly data from .Jan. 1980 to

does not represent I he atmosphE'l'ic pressure at sea surface (see I he texts below). The

undulated bottom topography is taken into account. The spatial cowrage is. 1.0 deg lati·

employed in latE'l' section: note that this surface pressure ,'ariation data set is diagnosti·

cally computed from ocean thermal state in order to e\'aluate the sea level change. and

Dec. 1994: we downloaded t he analysis data set of the Pacific Ocean from Climate Diagnos

tics Center, ;,\OAA (Anonymous ftp at ftp.cdc.noaa.go,·:Datasets/leetmaa). The details on

the ocean model, the assimilal ion system, the data used for assimilation and tbe quality

conlrol system nre described in Ji et a.1. [I9D5] (and the references thE'l'ein).

The compulation of OA1\1 is almost the same as that of A.-\1\1 [ Bn.mes pi rd. 19 3].

polar and equatorial moments of inertia, while Cm is the polar moments of inertia for the

mantle alone: pdcn."ty is the bottom pressure fluctuation caused by density change, and

1),,,,./occ is the sea le"el change which is e"aluated from the procedure stated below. The

¢ and>. are latitude and longitude, respectively. The numerical factors multiplied in the

r. b. s of eqs. (4.1) account for the Earlh's loading and rotational deformation <1S a function
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of La\"!> numb"rs [".g.. Altmk and MacDona.ld, 1960: lVnhr. 1982: Eubanks. 1993]. corresponding components.

is ohtained by av"raging th" vitlu"s at each month for the 15 y"ars' p<>riod. itfter remoYing

Preceding to see the influ"nce of POA1\1. lI'e reYisit the efrect of A:H.I on th" seasonal

wh"r" th" (Ie", is complex Chandl"r "igenfrequ"ncy. For this d"conyolulion, w" us"d th"

I\"obble "xcitation. Figure 4.2 shows the mean seasonal obsen'NI (red) and ;\CEP AA1\1

(gr"en) excitation series from 19 0 to 1994. Each monthly "aIu" of the mean seasonal series

(4.2)
.; rhi1 _ -

--+111=4),
0"('111 dt

th" long-term trend and oft'set with thr"" d"gr"e polynomial. As discussed in FU1"11ya [1996],

th" AA1\1 "xplains most of th" \2 t"rm. while it does not the \1 term: th" AAt\I hitrdly

conlributes to the \""1. H"r", th" obsel"\w! excitation, .;p, is inf"rr"d by ins"rting the daily

1V0bbl" data, SPACE95 [s"", Gross, 1996], into th" following Ill,

Th" oc"an mod,,] is basically th" sam" as that of Philander PI al. [1987]. in which t h" s"a

surface is tr"at"rl as rigid Iirl. Thus th" s"a ley,,1 yariation is not a prognostic yariabl". and

th" s"a I"y"l t<>rm in "qs. (4.1) shown in this paper may b" r"gard"d as pr"liminary "stimat"s

a~ in Pont" and Rosen [1994]. HolI''''·''r. "wn if th" surfac" is tr"at"d as rigid lid, it is to

b" not"d that th" lat"ral pr"ssur" yariation "xists at th" surfac". Ji el al. [1995] illustrat"d

that th" mod"l-produc"d surfac" dynamic h"ight anomaly r"lat i,·" 10 1000 db, which is ""ry

closely r"litt"d to surfac" pr"ssur", captur"d most of th" loll' fr"quency Yariability in th"

seitlev"l data that was ind"p"ndently obs"ry"d by tid"-gaug,,. Thus, the archiwd surfitc"

pressure datit, wh"n divided by grm'ity, would b" good proxy for s"a 1"1',,1 variittion. \Vf'

e"aluat" the bottom pr"ssur" at "ach sit" by computing th" thr"" dim"nsional d"nsity fi"lds

with th" "quation of stat" for sea \\'at"r I Gill, 19821 and integrating it ,·"rtically.

4.3.2 Results

In the previous Iiteratur" on th" seasonal wobble. th" excitation inferred from 1I'0bbl" data

filt<>r (2a) in Wilson [1985]: t h" Chandler p"riod and Q-mlue ar" pr"scrib"d to b" 434 days

and 100, r"sp"cti"ely [".g., Wilson and Vicente. 1990: Furuya and Chao, 1996]. Afterwords.

we compute its monthly ay"mg"d s"ries in order to comform to both the OA 1 and AA1\1

s"ri"s. The correspondenc" bet \\'""n \: and V is the following,

Pacific Ocean contribution to th" \1, which \\'as not well "xplainf'd by AA1\1 alanf'. Ritthf'r.

from th" other oceanic basin, til(' land watf'r etc). Figure 4.4 illustratf's Ih" POAJ\I itlon".

the fluctuation in the POA1\1 plus AA1\1 is !argf'r than obsf'l"\'NI \1 component: the excess

contrihu lion might b" cancf'lf'd out by other unaccountf'd sourc"s (e.g., t he cant ribution

(4.3)
i d

t· = \: - ridi''''

Her". the yalues ,Yith oYer-tild"..\". is defined as.\t + i.\2· Gnd"r long p"riod approxima-

tion [ Gross, 1992]. th" diff<>r"nce b"t,\"""n \: and Vis negligible.

Shown in Figur" 4.3 is th" result of POA1\[ plus AA1\[ (blue). \Y" can s"" a significant

was decompos"d into prograde and retrograd" compon"nt for th" reason discuss"d b"low

Au. 1991: King and Agnew. 1991]. Th" progritd" component is mar" itmplifi"d b"citus"

of its proximity to the Chandl"r "ig"nfrequ"ncy and hits high"r signal 10 noise ratio than

[e.g.. Alunk and MacDorwld. 1960: lVilson and Haubnch. 1976: lVnhr. 19 3: Chao and

the r"trograd" one: th" signal of t h" latt"r is almost imm"rs"rl in the nois" 1"",,1 [s""

th" footnot" in pag", 94 of Mrmk and MacDonalri. 1960: s"" also Tabl". I]. How"""r,

as long as \\." US" the spac"-g,,odetically obs"rv"d Earth orient at ion data. th" r"trogmd"

compon"nt is also b"yond I h" noise level (Titble. 1). Ind"ed, Ih" Fig. 2 in King and

Agnew [1991) e1f'arly indic<1t"d thitt th" r"trograd" itnnual "xcititl ions "stimitt"d from tine"

difrer"nt Spitc"-g"od,,tic data ar" consist"nt with "itth other. II"nc". 11'" do not hal''' to use Thf' XI lerm shows larger variability than the X2 term, which is in coutras! with tIlf' citse for

th" con""ntional techniqu", and \\'ill directly com par" th" obs"l"\w! y,(i = 1,2) with th" AA1\1: for the pr"sf'nt coordinatf' axes, the PacifiC' OCf'itn areit can efticiently contribute to
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\1 rather than \2. Also, in 1983. 1987 and 1992. In' note a pronounced amplitude in the \1

around February compared with those in other years, and that tllP three years correspond

to El-:\iiio year. Thus, the larger fluctuation in these years is probably caused by some

EI-:,iiio effect. and mPrits further attention. However, it is interesting that we do not see

corresponding signals in the inferred excitation (Figure 4.3). If the inferred excitation is

correctly the wobble excitation, one can think of at her unaccOllllted signal(s) suppressing

the large amplitude. Otherwise. they may simply be an ol·erestimate for POAIII variation.

For reference, we compare in Figure 4.5 the axial component of AAIII with the cor

responding POAIII. The Pacific contribution to axial angular momentum budget is very

small, compared with the AAIII [e.g., Ponte and Rosen, 1994].

\Ve will examine the mean annual cycle in Figure 4.6: the mean annual cycle is obtained

by averaging the I·alues at each month for the whole years. For the inferred seasonal

excitation, the I·ariance of \1 is 0.16. ,,·hile that of \'2 is 0.74: the unit is 10- 11 rad 2 As

noted in Fnntya [1996], the AA I contribution is much more polarized due to the small

I·ariance of the \1 term: the \1 I·ariance for A.-\1I1 is less than 20 '7c of that for the inferred

excitation, while the \2 AAIII is in good agreement with that of inferred excitation.

\\'e "'ould place particular attention to the \1 term for which the AAIII could hardly

account. The mean seasonal cycle of AA I plus POAIII roughly captures that inferred

from wobble. In particular. it reproduces both the minimum around July and the increasing

amplitude toward winler season. although the exception resides in the AAIII plus POAIII

\1 term around Febnrary. In light of Figure 4.7. we see that the agreement depicted in

Figure 4.6 is a robust feature. since the year-to-year POAM plus AAIII fluctuation are

,,·ithin those of the seasonal wobble excitation. IIl0reover. we note that the \'2 component

is not much affected by the Pacific Ocean contribution (see also, Figure 4.4): the variance

of '(2 is reduced to about 60 % of the variance for AAIII alone. Thus, we conclude thai the

Pacific contribution is far from negligible, and that it can explain the overaJl feature, i.e.,

both amplitude and phase of ohsen·ed '(1 componenl which the \'1 .-'1...'1111 failed to explain.

,,"ext. we will analyze the relatil'e importance of three terms in eq. (4.1). In particular. we

confine our attention to the \1 term of eq. (4.1-a). since it is shown to he more important

for the seasonal IVobble excitation. The upper panel in Figure 4. indicates the motion

I·ersus mass term: the total '(I POA I is shown with red dotted line. The mass term is

decomposed into the sea level and density term in the lower panel of Figure 4.. The top

of Figure 4. clearly illust rates I hat most of the seasonal POA I originates in the motion

term, and that the seasonal fluctuation in the mass term is small (sec. eq. (4.1)). \\'e

can observe. for both motion and mass term, an inter-annual variation with time scales of

roughly three to four years. In view of the separate contribution from sea level and density

term shown in the bottom of Figure 4.8, a clear out-of-phase pattern can be recognized,

which could be simply undPrslood as a consequence of mass conservation: the warmer the

waler column. the higher t he column height, and vice versa.

The motion term is caused by bot h frictional and mountain torque, while the matter term

is a consequence of pressure I·ariat ion acting on the Earth's equatorial bulge as discussed

in later section. Thus, it t urns out that. for Pacific Ocean seasonal "'obble excitation. the

torque acting on the Earth's ellipticity is small compared with those originating in the

bollom topography. I"ind stress and friction (see below). This result is in contrast with

the AA I annual wobble excitation. The AA I I"ind term plays a secondary role. I"hereas

the PO.\1I1 current term is primarily important.

4.4 Regional Contribution of Pacific Angular Mo-

mentum

Wp invpstigate the regional contribution of POAIII, in order to shed light on the impor

tall! area for the Pacific Ocean contribution. \\'e will confine our attention to the Al

motion(current) term, which comprises most of the POAIII as shown in previolls section.
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'\"e computed mean seasonal cycle at each 1.0 deg x 1.5 deg grid for 15 years' period.

Figure 4.9 (Top) is a contour map of the seasonal \'ariance at each grid (see below): its

cross section at each latitude is also shown in Figure 4.9 (hottom). It clearly indicates that

4.5 Excitation Mechanism: Torque Approach

4.5.1 Formulation

the seasonal \'ariation is \'ery localized in the north-western Pacific region. In particular, In thf' literaturf' of Earth's \'ariablf' rotation study, to compare the angular momentum

we can pick up two areas. i.e .. the right east of Philippine and the off-northern east coast wilh infelTf'd excitation is called angular momentum approach, while to comparf' the total

of Japan. where one finds large seasonal \'ariation. (atmospheric or oceanic) torquf' with obselTed excitation is known as torquf' approach as

Figure -1.9. ho\\'ever. does not lell how the regional \'ariation contributes to the total

POAl\I \·ariation. To see what extent the regional \'arialions in Figme 4.9 \\'ill cancel each

other when they are combined to the whole POAl\I, we followed the method employed in

df'scribed below [e.g., Mllnk and MacDona.ld, 1960: Wahr, 1982; Bames et al. 1983: Wah,'

and Oort, 19841, As long as the wind data set at multiplf' If'wls is available, the angular mo-

mf'ntum approach is preferrf'rI. Howf'\'cr, the spatially integmted angulilr momf'ntum itself

Salstein and Rosen [1989] and computed cO\'ariance mat rix at each grid. using both t 110

menD regjonal, J\;'~', find basin-wide seasonal ,·ariation , -0,k,

rlOf'S not tell whilt forces are rf'sponsible [or the Earth's wobble excitation. By examining

the relative importance of eilch term in the torcl\lf' approach (see bf'low), we Ciln unrlf'rstanrl

what physical prOCf'sses are important for thf' Earth's wobblf' excitation: though such iln

all all

C01'\, = L: L: COt{\" X;·k).
j=1 k=l

(44)
analysis has been done for atmosphf'ric forcing of length of day chilnge [e.g., Wah,' and

Dart, 1984: Sa/stein and Rosen. 199.1]. we do not know any previous work which focusf's

Plotted in Figure -1.10 is the off-diagonal element of 1'.h.s. of the equation abO\'e for the

on the mechilnism(s) for oceanic excitation of Earth's wobblf'.

The wobble excitation function t' in eq. (4.2) is given by the following [e,g.. Munk and

mean seasonal \1 motion term: note that Figure 4.9 is the map for the diagonal clement MncDonald, 1960: Bames el al. 19 3]:

nnd, for torqne approach,

where. for angular momentum approach.

(4.7-a)

(4.7-b)

(-I.6-il)

(-I.5-a)

(4.6-h)

(-I,5-h)

- j pr(B~ sin 9sin A+ B" cos A)ell',

"-j pr(B¢sinA - B~sinocosA)ell',
\'

d II/d I - 2f2,' sin ¢ + 2f211' cos¢ - (lLvlr) tan <t> + 1111'/",

d v/d t + 2f211 sin ¢ + f22 r sin ¢cos ¢ + (n2 /1') tan ¢ + 1'11'/".

f22(C-A)t'l

f22(C - ..I)V2

value. Figme -1.11 tells that a pronounced \'ariation is achie\'ed from autumn to the next

Figure -1.11 illustrates a seasonal march of the regional \1 motion values for four seasons

in-phase and out-of phase. respecti\'ely \\'ith total Pacific \1 motion term.

Pacific region, while nf'ar the coastal boundarif's tllf' contribution is in nf'gative Sf'nse.

averaged o\'er three months: we do not plot values less than some subjectively prescribed

of the abo\'e. The t\\'O areas around the Philippine and off-nonhern cast Japan are acting

spring. and that in summer the amplitude is small. The small amplitude presumably corre

sponds to the minimum around July in Figme 4.6; note that in Figme 4.6 the ofrset(mean

value) is removf'd. In Figure 4.11, tllf' stf'ildy componf'nt is rf'moved ilnel shown in Fig

ure 4.12. Figure 4.12 indicatf's a strong positive signal duf' to Kuroshio OVf'r north-western
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1987j.

The -0'I''''d can be derived, by prescribing I he following vertical stress di\'ergence in eqs. (4.7):

",here A" and .-1/1 are \'ertical and horizontal eddy Yiscosity. respecti\·ely. The horizontal

eddy \'iscosity, .-1/1, is set to 2 x 107cm2s 1 [AIing Ji. personal communicationj. The \'ertical

eddy Yiscosity..-l,., is presently assumed to be 10- 1 times of the .-1/1 [see, e.g., Pedlosky.

(-l.9-b)

(nO-a)

(nO-b)

1.5913R' i i( A" ¢-1l2(C _ .-1) r Sill CPSIll A+ r cos A) cos ¢d¢)(IA,

1.5913R3 ii ¢. A .
-1l2(C-A) (r smA-r sm¢cosA)cos¢d¢dA.1/J~\'utd

The wind stress torque applied on t he sea surface are giYen as follows:

based on eqs. (4.7).

In analogy with the case of AAr-I, the motion term in eqs. (4.1) is composed of both

frictional torque and mountain(seafloor topography) torque, whereas the mass term derived

:\ote that eqs. (4.6) are the longitudinal and latitudinal components of the :\aYier-Stokes

equation for the atmosphNe or ocean. and that eqs. (4.7) are the corresponding forcing

terms represetuing, in order, the pressure gradient and frictional stress. respecriYely: the

centrifugal potential term is included as the third term in the r.h.s. of eq. (4.6-b).

\\'e haye employed the angular momentum function, \., which consists of both matter

and motion tenn [ Barnes el al. 1983j. Since the motion term is shown to dominate O\'er

the matter term for the \1 POAr-I, we will focus our attention to the torques causing the

motion term, and represent the \. motion term in terms of the corresponding .,p function,

from centrifugal potential in eqs. (4.1) corresponds to the 'mountain' torque acting on tbe

Earth's equatorial bulge [e.g .. Wil.,on and Haubrich, 1976: Wahr,1982: Wah,'. 1983: Bames

et al. ]983j. If we further decompose the \I'hole frictional stress into the wind stress,

rA, r<P(see below), applied al the sea smface and other frictional tNms of eqs. (4.9). the

motion term consists of the following three torques:

BA _~~rA (4.11-a)poz .

B<p -~~r<P (-l.ll-b)po::: .

where r A and r¢ are the stresses applied at sea surface. :"otice that this torque corresponds

(4.8)
to the contribution from barotoropic flat-bottom ocean model [Wahr. 1982: 1983).

The mountain(seafloor topography) torque can be \lTitten down as follo\l's:

:"ote that the wind stress torque accounts for the intNaction between atmosphere and

ocean. while Ihe mounlain(seafloor topography) torque and friction torque represent the

interaction bet ween ocean and the solid Earth at sea bottom. Ilere, the archi\'ed \\'ind st ress

data are conyert ed from the surface wind fields of :"CEP global atmospheric analysis, using

a drag coefticient of 1.3 x 10-' [ Ji el al. 1995]. The frictional terms are as follows:

where ~, amd H are bottom pressure and ocean depth. respecti\'ely [ Wahl', ]982: see also,

Appendix. 1].

p(A) =

(4.9-a)

To evaluate the mountain(seafioor topography) torque in eqs. (,1.12). howe"er, requires

some attention. As discussed in Bames et al. [1983], the pressure gradient term in eqs. (4.7)

accounts for the torque acting on bot h the seafloor topography and equatorial bulge. In

other words. the 'topography' caused by Earth's ellipticity is also included in eqs. (4.12).
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and the actual 'sea floor topography' torque is the difl·erence. eqs. (4.12) minus the mass

term of eqs. (4.1). i.e.. the sum of both density and sea 11'\'1'1 term (see. Figure 4.13 and 4.7).

Although Wllhr [19 2] pro\'ides a quite similar equation as eqs. (cI.12) for the mountain

torque. our eqs. (4.12) contain the ellipticity torque as well as the mountain torqe since we

follow the formulation of Bllmes el al. [1983].

Since the friction terms. eqs. (4.9), do not allow any simplification as done for wind stress

and mountain torque, we directly carry out the numerical integration of eqs. (4.5). though

constant density is assumt=>d for simplicity. The frictionnltorqup, 'l/JrTH'tJOfl and 1/Jt'ruflOll, acts

at the interface between the ocean and solid Earth since the frictional terms in eqs. (4.9)

me integrated over the wbole dept h except the uppermost le\·cl.

4.5.2 Results

\\'e examinl' tbe relative importance of three torques, i.e., wind str€'ss torque. friction torqu€'

and mountain(sl'a noor topography) torqu€'. for the \1 motion t€'rm. At th€' outset, \\'€' ch€'ck

the consist€'ncy of budg€'l analysis by Figure 4.14a, in whicb t h€' '1(1 motion t€'nn(r€'d) and

tbe sum of thr€'€' torqu€'s(blue) aI'€' shown. Th€' agre€'m€'nt is satisfactory. and thus w€' could

mO\'e on th€' following budget analysis.

Figur€' .J.ltb iJlustrat€'s th€' "'ind str€'ss torqu€' appli€'d at s€'a surface. Th€' amplitud€'

is insufficient 10 account for the total \·ariation. but 1h€' phas€' agreem€'nt is \'€'ry good.

l\Ioreo\'Pr. t he seasonal cycl€' of th€' wind stress torque is wry regular. and its int€'r-annual

\'ariation is not so pronounc€'d compar€'d with other terms discussed b€'low. Furth€'rmore,

it is to b€' noted that the \\'ind stress contribution coincid€'s with the motion term which

would b€' infenwl from lin€'ar barotropic ocean mod€'I wit h constant depth. Thus, we can

be convinced Ihat Wahr [1983] underestimates the ocean current contribution.

Fig1ll'e 4.14c and 4.1.Jd represent contributions from frictional (eq, (.J,9)) and moun

tain(sea floor topography) torque. respecti\'ely, Ohviously. these two terms are indispens-

abl€' 10 account for tl1€' total variahility of tl1€' motion tNm. Th€' amplitude of both the

frictional and wind stress t€'rms is roughly comparable to each other. Comparing the three

torqu€', th€' s€'asonal cycl€' shown in Figure 4.14c and 4.14d is not as stable as that in th€'

wind st ress torqu€'. l\lor€'O\·€'r. Fignr€' l.1.Jc clearly shows an irr€'gular seasonal \'ariation

rath€'r than the regular pattern of Fig1ll'e 4.14b. whereas th€' seasonal fluctuation in topog-

raphy t€'rm of Figme 4.11d is not so pronouncNI. The mountain torqu€' appears to causl'

shorter pl'riod change as wcll as int€'r-annual variation,

4.6 Concluding Remarks

We comput€'d ocean angular momentum of th€' Pacific OCl'an and €'xamined its influl'nce on

the Earth's sl'asonal wobble, using the :,\CEP ocean analysis data for t h€' period of 1980-

1991. \\'e put om particular €'mphasis on thl' \, t€'rm, to which the atmosphl'rl' hardly

contribut€'s. Thl' s€'asonal \1 \'ariation tmn€'d out to be roughly I'xplail1€'d by adding the

effect of Pacific OCl'an. In particular. its motion(currl'nt) term is very important for both

amplitud€' and phase.

Examining th€' r€'gional contrihution for th€' seasonal motion term, the north-western

Pacific turns out to sho\\' an intensi\'e variability. In particular. \\'€' found that t\\·o area~ in

norlh\\'est€'rn Pacific arl' \'NY important. i.l.. the east of Philippine and th€' northern-east

.Japan: the \'ariation over the Philippine sea is in-phase with the total \1 motion term.

10reO\·er. in order to im'l'stigate the mechanisms responsible for the dominant XI motion

term, we carried out a budget analysis of three torques which contribut€'s to the motion

lenn, The amplitude hy wind stress torque is less than half the total amplitude. although

this torque is important to detNmine the annual rhythm of motion term: the phase of wind

slress torque agrl'es fairly well with tl1€' motion IeI'm, In order to account for the remaining

amplitude as wel! as the inter-annual \'ariation, other torques, e.g.. friction and mountain

torque, are indispensahle,
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It lI'ill be a \'ery important and exciting topic to firmly e\'aluate the oceanic excitation since

of Earth's \lobble. including the contributions from other oceans such as the Atlantic and

Indian ocean.
J

an
aA sin AdA

Jan
a¢ cos¢d¢

[n sin A]~' - J ncos AdA.

[ncos¢W + Jnsinq,dq>.

4.7 Appendix. 1 Hrnce. only the bottom pressure torque in eqs. (4.15)is taken into account for the integral

\\'e lI'ill sho\l below the deri\'ation of eqs. (4.12). The pressure gradient term yields the

Similar exprrssion can br obtainrd for the 1/;2 companrnt as wrlJ. From thr Leibnilz' rule,

following excitation for the \'\ component,

?JJ1° ap apn2(C - A)W1 = -Fl- (- sin ¢>sin A+ "cos¢>cosA)dzd¢>dA.
-II aA u¢>

o l,4(,·,y) 1,4 oj aA aB
- J(.r, y, z)dz = -dz + J(x, y. A)- - J(.r, y, B)-,
a.r H(,',y) H a.r a.T a.T

the wrtical integral of the pressure gradient trrm would hr.

(4.13)

(414)

of eq. (4.13). Thus. \Ie arri\'e at the following:

r>2( ) ?JJ aff. . aff" C - A VI = FI- PH ( a:\ Sill q,SIll A+ aq, cos q,cos A)dq,dA.

Similarly,

2 ) 2JJ aff . aff .n (C - A 1/;2 = FI PH ( - cos q, sm >-. - - sm q,cos A)dq,dAoq, aA .

(4.16)

(4.17)

1
0 ap

-dz
-II a>-.

J
oop

-rlz
II ao

\lhrre

(4.15-a)

(4.15-h)

PH P(9, A. -H).

n fO Pdz.
-II

By inserting the second trrm of eqs. (4.15) into the rq. (4.13) and intrgrating globally. lI'e

can see that the contribution from thr n disappears:

JJ an . an
(Ei), sin ¢sin A+ fi¢ cos ¢cos A)d¢d>-. =

J
. JanSill <p[ Ei), sin Ad>-.Id¢>

J
an

+ cos A[J fi¢ cos ¢>d¢>ldA

JJ(-nSin¢>coSA + rIsin¢>coSA)d¢>dA,

O.

~____ 1 ....
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o
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Fi~urp 4.14: (it) The XI motion (rpd) vs. the sum of I,hl'{'p torqups (blup). (h) Wiud strpss

torqup (hhIP). (c) Friction torqup (blup). (eI) (Seit noOl') I,opogmphy torqup (hlup). Thp

vprl,icfll uuit is lIoll-dim('osiollfll, 10-7 , flllli the horiwlltfll flxis dPllOteS YPflrs flft('r 1900.
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Chapter 5

Atmospheric Influence

5.1 Abstract

Thl' monthly global atmospheric rl'analysis data by C. S. \"ational Center for Em·ironml'ntal

Prediction(\"CEP) arl' used to examinl' thl' atmosphl'ric contribution to thl' l'xcitation of

Chandll'r \\"obbll'(C\Y) for the pl'riod. 1979-1995. Thl' slwdral analysis tl'lIs that thl'

atmosplll'ric pO"·l'!" is marginally comparabll' to the rl'quil"N1 onl' to l'xcite C\\', while the

wobble domain analysis shows that thl' atmospheric contribution accounts about the half

of t he obsen·ed wobble amplitude. Examining the relati,·e importance of pressure and wind

term, we confirmed that thl' wind contribution is largl'r than that of pressurl' one.

5.2 Introduction

\'ariation of the Earth's spin axis with rl'spl'et to the figure axis is known as wobble. It

mainly consists of two components: the annual wobble (A\\") and Chandler wobble (C\\")

[ Munk and MacDonald, 1960; Lamberk, 1980; Eubanks, 1993]. The Earth's wobble is

the rl'stilt of excitations and provide us information about Eilrth's dl'formational responsf'

propl'rtif's ,,"eH bf'lolV t hI' sf'ismic band. ImprOl"ed undf'rstanding of Earth's response will

81
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come with knOll"ledge of the excitations. A\\' is presumahly excited by the atmosphere

[e,g" Wilson and Hallbnch. 1976: Wahr, 19 3: Chao and All, 19911, land water [e.g" Chao

and 0 'Conn01', 1988: Kllehne and IVilson. 19911 and the ocean [e.g" Wahr, 1983: Sal.~lem

el al. 1995: Sieinberg el al. 1995] although the budget is still not rlosed.

Though the excit at ion of C\\' has remained elusi"e m'er the past century, the recent

studies suggest that atmospheric contribution plays an important role [e.g.. Kuehne et al.

1993: Chao, 1993] (see, for a re,'iew, e.g., !lIllnk and MncDonald, 1960: Lamberk, 1980:

Ellbanks, 1993). Howe"er, as pointed out in Fll1'uya et n.l. [1996], {(uehne el al. [1993]

and Chao [1993] do not focus their 'tttention to the yicinity of Chandler eigen frequency

around which the C\\' is most efj'ecti"ely excited. Eyen if the atmospheric pressure term

welJ accounts for the rapid-wobble with intra-seasonal frequencies, it remains uncertain

whether or not the pressure term dominates m'er the wind term around Chandler frequency.

Looking into the "icinity of Chandler frequency, Brzezinski [1995] and FUnlya el al. [1996]

argue the importance of wind contribution, I\lorem'er. F1l7'Uya el al, [1996] suggested that

the C\Y is excited by quasi-periodic wind signal rather than excited randomly.

The purpose of this paper is to revisit our former result on the wind excitation of C\Y,

employing ne,Yly implemented atmospheric data by lj. S. :\ational Center for Enyironmen

tal Prediction (:\CEP). r\ detailed discussion on the data sources is skipped, for they are

described in section 3..J. \\'e cMry out seyeral types of analyses. the cOlll'entional spectral

analysis (section 5.3.1) and the wobble domain analysis (section 5.3.2). In section 5.3.3.

we examine the atmospheric regional contribution in the same way as we did in Chapter 3.

In addition. we illl'estigate the possihle region where the unaccounted signal(s) can reside,

by changing the conwnt ional coordinate axes (sect ion 5.3.4 and 5.3.5). Summary is given

in section 5.4.

5.3 Method and Results

5.3.1 Spectral Analysis

\\"e compare the spectrum of observed and AA I excitations in order to grasp a broad band

feature of AAI\I and the inferred excitation. The po"'er spectrum is computed in terms of

multi-taper techniques [ Thomson, 1982: Pa1'cival and Wolden, 1993),

The obsen'ed excitation is inferred by deconmh'ing the wobble data, SPACE95 [see,

Gross, 1996], with prescribed Chandler period and Q of 434 days and 100, respectively

[e.g., Wil.~on and Vicente, 1990: Furuya and Chao, 1996). In the deconyolution, we em

ployed the Wilson's simplest filter [ Wilson, 1985], Since SPACE95 is daily data set. the

phase distortion associated wit h numerical deconvolution is negligible, The daily observed

excitation is averaged into mont hly averaged "alues, in order to accommodate with monthly

:\,CEP AAl\l series,

The non-seasonal "ariation of both obserwd and AAI\I excitation is computed. by re

mm'ing long term yariation as well as seasonal term, after fitting with the three-degree

polynomials plus annual sinusoid "'itb its higher harmonics up to.J times annual frequency.

In principle. we would like to know how broad is the peak of annual signal. since the broad

ness may account for the Chandler wobble excitation. Surely, the annual peak shows broad

feature. Ho"'e"er, we will not know whether the broad peak is caused by reality or spect ral

leakage: the latter is ine"itable because of both a high dynamic range due to the annual

signal and a finite length of data.

Results are shown in Figure 5.1. As discussed in Furuya et al. [1996], the AAI\I power

is marginally comparable in the vicinity of Chandler frequency. whereas its power is gener

ally smaller than that of obsen'ed excitation m'er wide frequency band. Figure 5.1 clearly

shows tbat wind AAI\I is far from negligible. and that it acts to inrrf'ase the AAI\I excit,,·

tion power. As for tbe relati"e importancf' of press1ll'e and wind term near the Chandler

freqllency, tbe power level of both term is marginally comparable to each other (Figure 5.1),
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Figure 5.2 shows, ho,,·e,·er. tlwt ,vind rerm is import~nt compared with pressure term: these

results are consistent with those described in FunLya el al. [1996]. However, we do not

c1e~r]y obsen'e a spectra] peak near the Chandler band which was suggested from JIIIA

wind AAIIl in Fumya et 01. [1996], and thus we could not strengthen their suggestion.

5.3.2 Wobble Domain Analysis

:'\ext, in order to examine the atmospheric power near the prograde Chandler frequency, we

will employ the wobble domain an~lysis. ',"e revit~lized this met hod in FU7'Uya et al. [1996:

submitted to J. Phys. Earth], although it h~s once been criticized [ Chao, 19851. The

discussion in Chao [1985J is a correct criticism ~s long as one's integration is started wit h

nOll-zero initial "alues: totally different two excitations call yie]d similar two wobbles if

the integration is started out with the same initial m]ue. due to the freely decaying C\\·.

Howe,·er. by integrating the non-seasonal excitation obtained above with zero initial ,·alue.

one can shed light on the excitation power near eigen frequency: we can get rid of signals

unimportant for Chandler wobble excitation.

Besides starting the integration with zero initial value, it is also very important to totaHy

rejPct seasonal signals. This is because, if the seasonal signals are inmh'ed, it can yield

both annual and Chandler wobble in the transient stage of integration: as long as the Q

"alue is 100, it would take more than three decades to ani\"('> at steady state. To obtain

I he non-seasonal excitation. after computing an awraged annual cycle composited 17 year.

of data. we remm'ed it from the Irend-removed excitation every year. The integrat ion i.

performed with the same Chandler period and Q as those used in the deconmlution abm·e.

The results shown below are restricted only to the period from HJ80-19!JeI, to compare the

ocean contribut ion discussed in Chapter 6, but are not pssenl ially altered even if we analyze

from 1979-1995.

Figure 5.3 shows the result. In view of the ~bsence of 6 year be~ting phenomen~ in

Figure 5.3. we are col1\'inceel of the rejection of seasonal signals. The agreement is not wry

good. whi]e both wobbles are almost in phase with each other. The stanelard deviation

of AAM-induced wobble is 47 % of that for observed wobble. Thus. the observed wobble

cannot be explained only in terms of :,\CEP AAM. Shown in Figure 5.4 are the wind and

pressure contributions for AAII[-induced wobble in Figure 5.3. As a result. the standard

de"iation of wind-induced "'obble is 33 'X larger than thaI for the pressure induced 'mbble.

Hence, the wind term is far from negligible. and rather plays a dominant role in atmospheric

Chandler wobble excitat ion as pointed out by Brzezinskt [1995] and Fumya e/ aI., [1996].

In "iew of the observed wobble in Figure 5.3, we recognize a linearly growing amplituele,

which is observed in the case of 'resonanT.' Chandler wobble excitation [Furuya et al., 1996:

submitted to J. Phys. Ear/h). This implies an existence of coherent signal near the Chandler

frequency, i.e .. some 14 months' ,·ariability. Although we described that .HIlA wind AAIII

contains such a signal [ Fumya et al. 1996]. the wind-induced wobble in Figure 5.4 does

not unambiguously re"eal such a feature. Thus. we are led to recognize that the existence

of 14 months' periodic "'ind signal is slill marginal.

5.3.3 Regional Contribution

The regional atmospheric signal which c~n potentially excite the Chandler wobble is ex

amined. For this purpose, we compute 1-1 months-stacked excitation. which we regard as a

proxy of the excitation signal of Chandler wobble. It is true that the C\\' is not necessarily

excited periodically as is the case of A\\'. :'\e"ertheless, the stacking procedure will get riel

of unimportant signals for excitation of C\\', since the C\\' is most efficiently excited by

signals around eigen frequency when considereel in frequency domain. I1[oreo"er, Furuya

et rd. [1996] suggests t he possibility of resonant excitation by atmospheric wind, although

it is not strengthened from Ihe spectral analysis in this paper.

Both the data and analysis method are almost the same as those in our study on the at-
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mospheric annual wobble excitation (Chapter 3). :\t the outset, we compute non-seasonal

gridded A:\I\! spanning O\'er 17 years, by subtracting the seasonal variation at each grid

which is computed by stacking the gridded AAI\1 a1 the same month over 17 years'. Sum

ming up the whole gridded :\AI\I at each month [or each term 2, we compute the non

seasonal global :\:\1\13 . :\ext. 11'1' divide the whole non-seasonal series into several segments

with each length o[ 14 months: since the whole data set spans 1 0 months. \ve hm'e to

reluctantly take away the le[t-O\·er. :\ftenvard, we stack them to obtain the mean 1<1

months-excitation. We will treat this 1<1 months' excitation in the same way as we did

[or seasonal excitation. It is to be noted, howe\'er, t hat the signal to excite the Chandler

wobble resides near the prograde frequency, and that the ,·etrogm.de signal is also included

in the time series. Even so. the [ollowing analysis will tell where is particularly important

[or the atmospheric contribu tion LO the excitation o[ C\\·.

ShO\\"ll in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are regional \'ariance [or the 1<1 months' stacked pressure

and "'ind A:\I\I, respectively. Figure 5.5 shows that the pressure \'ariation is localized

over north-western Eurasian continent as well as OYer the north America. The variance is

smaller than that [or wind term in \'iew o[ Figure 5.6. The most intensi\'e fluctuation in

the 14 months' wind term originate in the north-eastern Atlantic and north-eastern Pacific.

The variance itsel[ is significantly largrr than that [or the pressure term in Figure 5.5.

The two figures 5.5 and 5.6 simply illustrate where the fluctuation is energetic, and do

not indicate how the regional \'ariation contributes to globally integrated (total) :\:\1\1 and

wobble excitation. Figures 5.7 and 5. sholl' the cO\'ariance between regional \'ariat ion and

the total pressure and wind .-\AI\I, respecti\·ely. Figure 5.7 tells that the two intensi\'e

IThis proc{'c!uft' is ('arried out with my own ~f.-\TLAB III-fil(' (rns.m)

2This is dOIlC' by my OWIl 2\lATL.-\B m-file' (llcepJlsrnk.lII)

:lThe 11011 s('aSOIl<l! global A.-\:\1 ('olllpul('d ill this way i~ IlOt exactly the S<\III(' ..L'i those ("OlIlpllt(,c1 hy

~iHlply subtraning the' IOllg-le'nn t]"('lld and ~('asoJlal terlll. 5ill("(, lh(' m-fi]('(lIn'ILllslllk.m) does Ilot r('IHOV('

100lg tel"lII trend. Ilowew'l". as IOllg as til(, altelltion i5 paid arolllld <lnnllaJ signal. i.t' .. 1-1 1I'Iollths' sigllal.

l!l(' differ('JI('(' will ha\'(' little iuflu('lu'(' 011 the results below
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regions noted abo\'e \'flry in a in-phase manner. On the other hand, the tot al wind term

does not consist o[ any polarized area (Figure 5.8). Comparing Figures 5.6 and 5.8, the the

nort h-eastern Atlantic contribute positively to the total wind term, while the fluctuation

over the north-eastern Pacific cancels the total wind term. Figme 5.8 indicates that the

wind (erm consists o[ complex regional pattern, and that it is not as simple as the case [or

Figures 5.5 and 5.7.

:\ext, we investigate the covariance hel\veen regional \·ariation and the obselTed excita-

tion. Results are shown in Figures 5.9.5.10 and 5.11. In view o[ Figure 5.9, the contribution

pattern over the two extensi\'e regions is difrerent [rom that indicated in Figure 5.7: the

variation over tbe northwestern Eurasia is out of phase with the observed excitation. The

seemingly inconsistent pat tern depicted in Figures 5.7 and 5.9 can be reconciled, howe\'er,

by taking a look at Figmes 5.10 and 5.11. \\'1' can dearly recognize the similarity between

Figure 5.10 and 5.11. It illustrates that the wind contribution is rather important than the

pressure contribution [or the observed excitation.

The present analysis on atmospheric regional cont rihution to the C\\' excitation also

supports the importance o[ wind term. It is interesting t hat the northeastern Atlantic

region is dose to the ~orth Sea area, where the enhanced non-equilibrium pole tide has

been observed: recent researches suggest tbat it is a periodically forced phenomena by at-

mospheric wind [e.g.. 0 ·Connol'. 1986: T,mnpli.s et at. 1994: but see also Xie and Dickman,

5.3.4 Agreement viewed from modified axes

In Chapter 3 and 4, we analyzed the seasonal wobble excit ation, \'iewing the two-dimensional

excitation [rom X-(toward 90 deg. \\'Iongitude) and Y-(toward Greenwich meridian) axis.

Since the X2 compollellt could be well explained by atmospheric pressure term, we could

shed light on the discrepancy originat ing in the torque around X-axis. Howe\'er, it was
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simply fortuitous that lI'e could immediately mO"e on the \.1 component, because the con

ventional axes orient toward such two directions. Prompted by those results, we carry out

the following analysis in order to provide a constraint on the possible unaccounted sources

for the CW excitation.

Figure 5.12 illustrates how the stacked 1-1 months' excitation pole (magnified by 150)

moves around :\orth pole for both obsen'ed (red) and AA I (blue) excitation. At first

glance, both excitations haw comparable amplitude. and polarize toward similar orienta

tion. Figure 5.13 shows the contribution from pressure (green) and wind (blue) term. The

pressure term is larger than wind term in its amplit ude, and causes the polarization in view

of Figure 5.12. The "ariance of wind term, in t urn, is smaller. Thus, the pressure term

appears to be more important than wind term. Howe,·er. we will sholl' below that the bet

ter phase agreement is achieved mainly by the wind term: we can recognize in Figure 5.12

that the wind term also contribute to the polarization of stacked AA1\1 excitation.

Decomposing two dimensional excitation pole into one dimensional time series. we ex

amine the phase agreement between obsen'ed and AA1\1 excitation (Figure 5.14a). In spite

of the o"erall similarity shown in two dimensional Figure 5.12. the conventional coordinate

axes in Figure 5.14a prevent appealing the agreement. Thus, we rotated the conventional

axes by 33 degrees toward west, so that the best agreement between the observed and AAl\1

(modified) is obtained for \:2 component. :\e,·ertheless. the correlalion coefficient is 0.23,

and this "alue itself is not significant (but see b('low). Based upon this modified axes, we

examine the relati,'e importance of wind and pressure. Results are shown in Figure 5.15.

In light of the modified \.2 in Figure 5.15. the correlation between the obsen'ed (red) and

wind term (blue) is "ery good. The correlation coefficient is 0.52. If the degree of freedom

is assumed to be 12(1-1 - 2). we can reject the null hypot hesis with significance le"el of 0.1

that the wind term has no correlation with the observed excitation. On the other hand,

tlw correlation coefricient between the observed and pressure term (green) is extremely loll'

(--1.9 x 10-3
). lIence. as fm- as the modified \:2 term is concerned. we conclude Ihat the

5.4. SW/MA.RY

wind term plays a major role.

5.3.5 Where does the remaining signal originate?

We modified the coordinate axes so thnt the best correlation is obtained in \:2 component.

and thus the correlation in the modified \1 term 'wldd be worse than that in original \.1

of Figure 5.14a. Howe,·er. we can take advantage of this result to constrain the area which

can potentially explain the remaining signal.

The modified \2 represents a torque around the equatorial axis orienting toward 33

degre('s' west longit ude: hereafter, we call it X'-axis. So that, the modified "\ I corresponds

to the torque around' he axis orthogonal to the X'-axis, and we call it ,"-axis: note thnt

the positi"e ,"-axis orients toward 123 degrees' west longitude. Since the modified \.2

can be well-explained by atmospheric wind as noted abow, much of tbe remaining signal

would be retained in the modified \1 component. Hence. first thing. we should consider

such source(s) that can affect the torque around \"-axis. The area which can have much

influence on the torque will be the lI'estern Pacific. Philippine Sea and Atlantic ocean. since

they are the furthest region from the }"-axis and the angular momentum fluct uation over

these area can contribute most efficiently to this torque. Howe"er, we do not claim that

the Indian Sea is less important. Although t he Philippine Sea and Atlantic data are not

a"ailable at present. we will in"estigate the influence of the Pacific in a companion paper.

5.4 Summary

Atmospheric excitation of Chandler wobble is examined. using monthly :\CEP reanaly

sis datn which spans O\'er 1979-1995, in order to confirm (or reject) the wind excitation

hypothesis postulated in Puruya el at. [1996].

The results of spectral analysis sholl' that the power is marginally comparable, and that

the coherence is not significant. Although the :\CEP A.\ I does not fully account for the
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obs~l'\-ecl wobbl~, th~ wobbl~ oomain analysis illustrat~s th~ importanc~of wind signal. Th~
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By rotating th~ cOl1\'entional coordinate ax~s about 30 degr~~s w~stward, the wino term

~xtensi"ely, which may conform to tb~ wind-stress origin hypoth~sis on the ~nigimatically

hemispher~. On the other hand, th~ wind AAIII t~rm does not originat~ in any sp~cific

th~ deficit of _\.\111 for the obs~l'\-ecl ~xcitation.

the ;'ICEP AA1\I ooes not suftici~ntly account for th~ obs~rved wobbl~. the wind t.~rm is

\\'e also impl~m~nt~d time-domain analysis in which th~ whol~ non-s~asonal excitation

more important than the pressur~ term. \\'e could not obselTe a pronounced signal in th~

Pacific, Philippin~ S~a and c~ntral Atlantic ocean would be an important ar~a to ~xplain

ar~a. It is c~rtain_ howe\"~r. tbat the wind AAIII around north~ast~rn Atlantic fluctuat~s

around X'-axis, ori~nting to\l'ard 33 d~grees west longitude, significant 1)' corr~lat~s wit h th~

~nhanc~d :"orth ~a pole tid~.

The origin of pr~ssur~ AAIII t~rm is localized ov~r two continental ar~a in tbe northern

confirm an ~xist~nc~ of such signal in th~ ;'ICEP AAM. Thus, w~ conclud~ that, although

:\CEP \I'ino AAIII around Chandl~r fr~quency_

obs~rved ~xcitation. IIIoreowr, w~ suggest that, bas~d on tbis modifi~d ax~s, the w~stern

att~ntion to 1he prograd~ Chandl~r fr~quency, we could examine th~ r~gional contribution.

s~ri~s is st.ack~o into 14 months' a"~raged series. Though this approach oo~s not focus onr

Fignrc G.l: Power spectra. for the non seasou,,1 excita.tions.
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90E

Fignrc 5.12: The 14 nlonl,hs' stltckcd excitlttion pole for ohserved (red) nnd AAM (hlne).

The nlllplil,nde is 1llltgnified hy 15ll for visnnl convenience.
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a. Original Axes

_:::1 :X': : : : : : : : : ; : : : I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

_::! :X2: : : : : : : : : : : ; : I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

b. Modifies Axes

_::! :X'; : : : : : : : : : : ; : I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

_:::! I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Fignrp 5.14: ObsNvPd(rpd) and AAM(hIIlP)



Wind and Pressure Contribution
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Figllrp 5.15: Ohsl'rv('d(rPfI), Willd(hlll(,) Rlld Pr('ss1Ir('(gr('('II)
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Chapter 6

Pacific Ocean Influence

6.1 Introduction

Csing the ;,\CEP reanalysis data, we indicated in a companion paper that the wind contri

bution dominates oyer the pressnre induced wobble, and that the 14 months' stacked wind

atmospheric angular momentum (AAl\I) around modified X'-axis significantly correlates

with the corresponding obsen'ed excitation: these results for the importance of wind are

consistent with the recent results by Brezezinski [1995] and Furuya et al. [1996], HO\l'e\'er.

it is also to be noted that the XCEP AAl\l does not totally explain the obserwo Chandler

\I'obble excitation, l\!oreO\'er. though the obserwo \yobble suggested a 'forced' excitation

by l~ months' periodic signal, the AA I excitation did not.

l\leantime, using the XCEP ocean analysis data [see, Lee/maa and Ji, 1989: Ji et at.

199~; Ji et at. 1995], we showed that the Pacific ocean current contribution accounts

for XI component of annual wobble excitation \I'hich the AA I could not f'xplain, The

implications of the result are thrf'e folds: (i) oceanic contribut ion cannot be ignored for

thf' excitation of Earth's wobblf': (ii) the OCf'an analysis data, indf'pf'ndf'ntly obtainf'd from

Earth rotation obsf'rvation, have a sufficient quality to study its influencf' on the Earth's

variable rotation: (iii) by rotat ing the cOI1\'f'nlional coordinate axf'S, we can illuminate the

109
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areas in \\'hich unaccolInted signals may originate. Since the \2 component turned out be

fortunately well-explained by .\AIII alone. \\'e could shed light on the \1 term in \\'hich much

of the discrepancy is inmh·ed. The \1 term represents a torque around 90degE longitude

axis. and it geographically captures the Pacific Ocean contribution. Hence. we studied the

Pacific Ocean contribution. not only because of its large area.

The analysis below is motiYated by our conjecture in Chapter 5 that the far western

Pacific and central Atlantic would be potentially important region to account for the re-

maining discrepancy. Howe"er, since the i\'CEP ocean analysis data publicly available is

confined only to the Pacific, the purpose of this paper is to examine the influence of Pacific

Ocean on ChandlN wobble excitation.

6.2 Data

The data sets used here is the same as those in Chapter 3, 4 and 5. For polar motion data,

see Gross [1996J. For:\ EP reanalysis data, see Kalnay et al. [19961: for the formulation of

All. 1. contact Barnes et al. [1983J. For ocean analysis data, see Leetmaa and Ji [19 81. Ji

et al. [1994] and Ji et al. [1995]. The computation of Ocean angular momentum is described

in Chapter 4 at lengt h [see also. Ponte and Rosen, 1994J.

6.3 Results

The follO\\'ing analysis is carried out for the 15 years period, 1980-1994. during which the

monthly :\CEP ocean analysis data is a,·ailable.

6.3.1 Spectral Analysis

In this section. we compare the slwct rum of non-seasonal observed, AAIII and Pacific OAIII

excitations in ordN to examine the influence of Pacific 01'1.111 for t he Chandler wobble

excitation. As in Chapter 5. the power spectrum is computed in tNms of multi-taper

techniques [ Thomson. 19 2: Parrival and Walden. 1993J.

At the outset. we obtain the non-seasonal \'ariation from the obserwd excitation, AAIII

and Pacific 01'1. 1. In computing the obselTed excitation. the Chandler wobble period and

Q are prescribed to be 434 days and 100. respecti\'ely [e.g.• WiL~on and Virente. 1990:

Furuya and Chao, 1996J. \\'e remo"ed seasonal "ariation and its higher harmonics up to

four times annual frequency as well as long-term yariation (assumed to be three degree

polynomials). The non-seasonal excitation series are shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2: we

illustrated them based on a modified axes described in Chapter 5 so that the best agreement

rould be achieved in the modified \2 component.

Since the results about non-seasonal AA.III are discussed in Chapter 5 at length. we will

put an emphasis on the influence of t he Pacific Ocean on Chandler wobble excitation. The

power spectrum estimates are shown in Figure 6.3. The power in the IO\\'est frequency seen

in AAIII plus POAIII is larger than that for A.-\III alone. \\'e think that it is caused by

the inter-annual component in the PO.-\!l1 (see Figure 6.2 and 6.4). Ilowe,·er. considering

the 95 '7c confidence le,·el. the Pacific contribution does not significantly increase the power

at much higher(intra-seasonal) frequencies. Figure 6.4 indicates that at higher frequencies

the Pacific contribution is about 10 clB smaller than that of the atmosphere. IIIuch of the

Pacific Ocean contribution is confinecl into such frequencies lower than 0.15 cycle per year(

6 months' period ).

\\'e examine the relati"e importance of current and mass term for the Pacific angular

momentum in Figure 6.5. The current contribution dominates the mass redistribution

effect over a wide frequency banel. Thus, the torque acting on the Earth's ellipticity is

small in Pacific excitation of Earl h's wobble. This is to be contrasted wit h the atmospheric

excitation in which Ihe \\'ind and mass coni ribution are comparable.
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6.3.2 Wobble Domain Analysis

Figure 6.6 illustrHtes the result of \I'obble domain analysis as in Chapter 5 (see also, Fu-

mya et al. [1996: submitted to .I. Phys. Earth.] . .-\s can be expected from Figure 6.3.

the amplitude of Pacific induced II"0bble is much larger than that of AA1\I-induced \I·obble.

At present, it is still open whether or not the global oceanic contribution can exceed the

atmospheric pml"er, since we do nor take account for the cont ribution from other oceans.

Howel·er. we could see that the oceanic angular momentum fluctuation is potentially impor-

tHnt to excite the C\\': Figure 6.6 indicates that we CHnnot ignore Ihe ocean contribution for

Chandler wobble excitation. The phase discrepmlCy is, howel'er, appreciable: the Pacific-

induced wobble is aboul 90 degrees forwarded by observed wobble. \\'1' speculate that Ihe

phase discrepancy may be explained by unaccounted ocean effects such as the Atlanl ic

ocean.

The Pacific-induced wobble in Figure 6.6 consists of two constituents. i.e .. current and

mass redistribution effects as shown in Figure 6.7: the latter effect corresponds to the

pressure term in AA1\!. The cmrent contribution is larger than the mass redistribution

effect. \I'hich conforms to the result in Figure 6.5.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

\ \'1' examined the Pacific Ocean cont ribution to the excitation of C\\', in order to inYestigat I'

the potential importHnce of oceanic efrect on the Earth's wobble: it is to be noted Ihat the

present analysis does not answer the question whether or not Ihe global oceanic cont ribution

Il"ill excite the C\\'.

\\Then viewed over a broad rrequency band, the Pacific ocean does not contribute to Ihe

wobble excitH(ion so much M higher frequencics thHn 0.15 cycle per month (corresponding

6 months' period): at such frequcncies, the non-seHsonal AAlVI is Hbout 10 dB larger than

the non-seasonal POA1\J. 1\loreol'er, the current term dominates over the mass IeI'm ol"er H

113

wide frequency bane!.

Taking a closer look around Chandler frequency. the PO.-\ill contribution fat exceeds the

global atmospheric contribution: this is confirmed by both spectral analysis and wobble

domain analysis. The large contribution from the Pacific Ocean does not, howel·er. lead

to the importance of global ocean effect, since the other oceans may cHncel out the Pacific

contribution. :'\el"ertheless. \\'c Ihink that the potential importance of the ocean as excita

tion source of C\\' is unequi"ocHlly illustrMed since the realistic ocean data set is, to my

knowledge, applied to the C\\' excitHlion problem 1'01' the first time.
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